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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

At Turbosmart, we don’t believe in cutting corners and half-measures.
We don’t accept anything short of perfection - and neither should you.

When

Turbosmart started making performance products back in 1997, a great amount of effort
was put into the design and manufacturing processes to help ensure our products created a new
standard.
More hand-crafted than mass-produced, Turbosmart products quickly gained acceptance within the
performance community for their quality and reliability. Coupled with extraordinary service and
after-sales support, the Turbosmart brand quickly became one of the most sought-after names in the
industry.
Not much has changed since then. Although our product line and the company itself have grown
considerably, our products are still designed and manufactured at our factory in Sydney Australia, using
the same tried and proven formula of innovative design, strict quality control, and rigorous testing.
We work very closely with a some of the World’s best racing teams who provide us with invaluable
feedback and information, which helps us to fine-tune and continually improve our products.
We have also heavily invested in our research facility, manufacturing equipment, and staff training, to
ensure that our products continue to perform up to and beyond your expectations.
At Turbosmart, we don’t believe in cutting corners and half-measures. We don’t accept anything short of
perfection - and neither should you.

Nicholas J. Cooper

Founder and CEO, Turbosmart Pty Ltd
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COMPANY HISTORY
Founded in Sydney Australia in 1997, with a range of just two products,
Turbosmart and its unique blend of quality and reliability has become a
world-wide brand synonymous with automotive performance.

Today, Turbosmart products are distributed in over 50 countries around
the world and can be found in many world-record breaking vehicles
in the USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, UK, and Puerto Rico to
name a few. Their achievements on and off the track are a testimony to
Turbosmart’s design, manufacturing and testing principles.

The feedback received from the racers and tuners alike contributes to
the on-going development of Turbosmart products, reinforcing the
philosophy of continual improvement.

Over the years, Turbosmart products have received praises from
international motoring press and collected awards at various automotive
shows. The e-Boost electronic boost controllers were awarded the Best
Performance Product Runner-up at the 2003 SEMA show and the Auto
Salon Magazine’s Product of the Year 2006.
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The Fuel Pressure Regulators picked up the International Press Award
at the 2005 SEMA show. The same award was also given to the new
Ultra-Gate 38 at the 2007 SEMA show and the Comp-Gate 40 at the
2010 SEMA.

In June 2007 Turbosmart has turned another page in its world-wide
expansion with the successful opening of Turbosmart USA LLC –
a subsidiary of Turbosmart Pty Ltd catering specifically to the North
American market. In 2009 Turbosmart USA has moved into larger
premises providing better service and quicker dispatch times to all North
American customers.

In 2008 Turbosmart has launched an Engineering Services Program.
Available to race teams and workshops, the program offers Turbosmart’s engineering and machining services at competitive prices. With
extensive experience in the automotive industry and state-of-the-art
equipment the Turbosmart Engineering Services Program offers services including reverse engineering, advanced drafting and Cam System.
Year 2012 saw the introduction of a highly acclaimed new range of
Internal Wastegate Actuators.

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

WHY CHOOSE TURBOSMART
Behind every Turbosmart product stands a long and rich racing history.
While a majority of Turbosmart products are used on street cars, their
design and testing procedure is identical to the high-end purpose-built
racing products. Before reaching the consumer, Turbosmart products
are subjected to a range of tests performed in the most demanding
environment – the race track.

This “Top-Down” approach has resulted in products that are respected
at both ends of the spectrum, from the motorsport fraternity right down
to the street enthusiast.

From the design stage, manufacturing and assembly, through to sales
and customer service, each product is treated as if it was going on a
world champion’s race vehicle.
Since its inception, Turbosmart has been involved in various forms
of motorsport. Through sponsorship programs, we have been able to
secure R&D access to many top-ranking vehicles.
The lessons learnt while designing and manufacturing parts to handle
extreme horsepower, torque and speed requirements translate to street
technology that is not only functional and reliable but also extremely
durable and versatile.

This reputation for performance and reliability is evident with every box
stamped with the “Turbosmart” logo.
Why do we go to so much effort? The answer is simple; so that all our
customers, dealers and distributors have the same confidence in our
products as we do. But don’t take our word for it, next time you’re at a
race track, look under the hoods of the top performing cars, chances are
you’ll find that familiar Turbosmart logo on many of the components.
Our testing philosphy is simple; the product must satisfy all performance and reliability requirements under competitive racing conditions
before it is it deemed fit for the general enthusiast usage. While some
might think of it as an “overkill” we call it “safeguarding” both our customers, and our reputation.

No matter what the application, be it drag or circuit racing, rally,
off-road, speed boating or street tuning, the DNA of reliability,
innovation and performance is apparent in every Turbosmart product.

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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NEW FOR 2013

KOMPACT RANGE FOR
BORGWARNER/KKK

These BOVs and BPVs have been specifically designed to suit
BorgWarner EFR and KKK turbos.
The Turbosmart BW Kompact valves are available in Plumb
Back and Dual Port models.
To see the full range of our BW Kompact BOVs and BPVs turn
to page 26.

KOMPACT BOV KITS
FOR 2.0T VAG

Designed specifically for the turbocharged 2.0L Volkswagen
engine these BOV kits include all the accessories necessary
for fitting and are available in a Plumb Back (recirculating)
and Dual Port (atmo/bypass) options.
To see the full range of our Kompact BOVs and BPVs turn to
page 26.

INTERNAL WASTEGATE
ACTUATORS

Turbosmart Internal Wastegate Actuators provide better
turbo response and greater sensitivity when managing boost
pressures.
This new range of products will help all those who want to get
more power and better control from their factory turbo.
Available as a universal fit or a number of easy-to-install
model-specific options to suit the popular Mitsubishi, Subaru,
Nissan, Mazda, Porsche and Cummins Diesel models.
To see the full range of our Internal Wastegate Actuators turn
to page 42.
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NEW FOR 2013

VEE PORT PRO

Small and lighter than its predecessor, the new Vee Port PRO
provides big flow from a compact valve proving that good
things do, indeed, come in small packages.
To see the full range of our Universal Fit BOVs and BPVs, turn
to page 21.

The new Vee Port PRO (right)
is smaller and lighter than the
valve it replaces (left).

VEE PORT PRO - SUBARU
The new Vee Port PRO is also now available in a Subaru
model-specific version.
Suits all WRX 2001-2007 models, STi - MY01-current
and Forester 05-07.
To see the full range of our model-specific BOVs and BPVs
turn to page 22.

The new BAR gauge (right) joins the
PSI gauge and the Gauge Cup (below)

BAR BOOST GAUGE

A perfect accessory for any of our Gated Boost Control
Valves, the popular Turbosmart Boost Gauge is now also
available in BAR scale, complimenting the already available
PSI scale Gauge.
To see the full range of our manual boost controllers and
accessories turn to page 11.

BLACK SILICONE HOSES

Turbosmart Silicone Hose Range has been expanded and now
includes all of the previous available sizes in black. 45 and 90
degree elbows, Hump Hoses, Straight Hoses, Straight Reducers, Elbow Reducers, Vacuum Hoses and Silicone Tees.
To see the full range of our Silicone Hoses and Hose Clamps
turn to page 48.

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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WEBSITE GUIDE
The Turbosmart websites contain
a wealth of information, not just
about our products, but forced
induction in general.

STUFF FOR YOUR CAR

From industry news and updates,
motorsport events and shows to
feature cars and DIY guides - the
Turbosmart websites are full of
useful information for any
performance enthusiast.

Find out what Turbosmart
products suit your car.

PRODUCT SHORTCUTS
This is what most people want
to see, so we’ve made it easy to
access all our product groups.

LATEST NEWS
Browse through the news story or
click MORE NEWS for previously
published articles.

DEALER LOCATOR
Finding your nearest Authorized
Turbosmart Dealer is now easier
than ever!

SUBSCRIBE TO OUR E-NEWS
Be the first to know about our
latest releases, updates and
technical updates.

TURBOSMART TV
DIY installation and technical guides
as well as product information videos
and soundbytes.

ONLINE POLL
Tell us what you think about
our products, racing and the
industry in general.

TECHNICAL ARTICLES
Get the right information directly from
the source! All the stuff you need to
know about turbocharging.

FACEBOOK FEED
See what’s happening on our
Facebook Page. If you’re not a
fan yet, get on it and LIKE us!

UPCOMING EVENTS
What’s happening, where and
when. If it’s on our calendar,
it’s definitely worth attending!

SHORTCUTS
Jump directly to any of our main
product groups or find out more
about the company itself.
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YOUR COMMENTS
Yes, you can post your comment or
question on most of our web pages.
Here is a list of the latest ones.

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

WEBSITE GUIDE
PRODUCT PAGES
Every Product Page consists of five tabs,
each containing important information
about the product.
PRODUCT INFO TAB
Contains part numbers, an
overview of the product,
features and applications.

STUFF FOR YOUR CAR
Simply select your car’s make and model from the drop down
menu and you’ll get a list of Turbosmart products that are
available for your car. Easy!

SPECS TAB
Contains the physical dimensions
of the product.

DEALER LOCATOR
Type in your address, zip code or just your state and our
Dealer Locator will find all Authorized Dealers in your area
and give you a list complete with their contact details.

ACCESSORIES TAB

SOCIAL MEDIA

DOWNLOADS TAB
Contains links to the product fitting
instructions, and/or the complete
user manual.

Join us on our Facebook and Twitter to take part in our online
competitions, give-aways and product reviews.

Lists all the spare parts and/or
accessories relevant to the product.

GALLERY TAB
Contains high resolution images of
the product available for download.
Ideal for Turbosmart Dealers to use
on their websites and promotional
material.
NOTE: unauthorized usage of
Turbosmart images is prohibited.

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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BOOST CONTROLLERS

How a boost controller works
A boost controller controls the amount of manifold
pressure by changing the amount of pressure
going to the wastegate.
For example; if you wish to increase your boost pressure above your standard wastegate actuator pressure
(typically 7psi), the boost controller must acurately
modify the pressure signal the wastegate actuator
receives by venting an adjustable amount of pressure,
forcing the turbo to produce the new, increased boost
level.

Gated boost controllers are easy to
fit and setup.
These diagrams illustrate a typical
installation of a gated boost controller
in a turbo system with an external
wastegate (right), and with an internal
wastegate (below)

There are two types of boost controllers; mechanical and
electronic. Mechanical (gated) boost controllers offer up
to two boost settings set by the driver and controlled via
a switch. They are easy to fit, simple in operation and
require little maintenance.
Electronic boost controllers are a far more sophisticated
solution offering a host of boost settings mapped
against different triggers like gear change, time, rpm or
a manual switch.

Scan the code to watch
a Boost Tee installation
video tutorial. 

Electronic boost controllers require a higher level of
technical knowledge to be fitted but offer a greater
flexibility and countless features.

TURBOSMART GATED BOOST CONTROLLERS
The Turbosmart Gated Boost Control Valve range is one
of the best dollar for horsepower upgrades that you
can make to your turbocharged petrol or diesel engine
vehicle. Turbosmart Gated Boost Controllers offer up to
two boost settings set by the driver and controlled via
a switch.
They are easy to fit, simple in operation and require little
maintenance resulting in a great dollar for horsepower
solution!
The range features our exclusive Gate feature which
improves turbo response by up to 800 rpm earlier in
the rev range – this means that you can increase the
performance and response from your engine without
even raising the maximum boost level.
Thanks to the Turbosmart Detent Adjustment System,
stable and accurate increases in boost over wastegate

spring pressure (200%+ for internal wastegate and
100% for external wastegates) are easily and predictably achievable.
Manufactured from high-grade brass and billet
aluminium and assembled with the famous Turbosmart
attention to detail, these boost controllers are renowned
for their easy installation, robust design, stability reliability.
The Turbosmart Gated Boost
Control Valve range is ideal for
mildly modified turbocharged engines and
perfect for increasing
boost levels on factory
turbo cars and turbocharged engines.

Features
Manual Gated Controller
e-Boost STREET
Max pressure		
40 PSI
Manual Control
		
Electronic Control		

Integrated Gate system


Number of boost settings
1 or 2
2
Adjustable in cabin
Incabin Only

Different colour options
		
Boost drop off correction		

Size		
1/4 DIN
High visibility 3 Segment display		

Overboost shutdown		

Navigation		
Push and turn knob
Peak Hold boost		

Peak Hold RPM		

Shift light output		

RPM Boost mapping			
Timed Boost Mapping			
Auxilary output		

Extenal switching		
1
Gate Pressure / Sensitivity Adjustment		

Auto / Triggered Dimming		
Triggered
Live Boost tuning		

PSI/BAR/Kpa Display options		

Internal / External wastegate control		

Comprehensive fitting instructions


All wiring and solenoid included		

Boost on demand			
Adjustable bar graph display			
5 Sequential switching options			
Audible Alarm			
Pin Lockout		
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This diagram shows just how much quicker and flatter the
boost curve is with a Turbosmart Boost Controller

e-Boost 2
60 PSI


6

4

60 or 66mm Gauge


Push button






2

Auto
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MANUAL BOOST CONTROLLERS

DUAL STAGE

Fast boost response with two adjustable boost levels. Toggle
between high and low boost on the fly. Ideal replacement for
factory boost controllers. Both high and low boost settings
are fully adjustable.
Supplied with all fitting hardware and a Rocket Launcher
Switch. Suitable for most turbo systems.
TS-0105-1001

TS-0105-1002
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

TS-0106-1001

IN-CABIN

TS-0106-1002

Control the boost from the driver’s seat.
Ideal for the active enthusiast who wants boost adjustment
on the run. Detent System makes adjusting a breeze. Gated
System brings boost on faster.
Supplied with a mounting bracket, hose and all fitting
hardware.

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

TS-0101-1001

BOOST TEE

TS-0101-1002

Set your boost and forget it. Suits most turbo applications.
Boost adjustable from under the hood. Detent System makes
adjusting a breeze. Gated System brings boost on faster.
Supplied with a mounting bracket.

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

TS-0101-2023: 0-30psi 52mm, 2 1/16”

TS-0101-2025: 0-2 Bar 52mm, 2 1/16”
TS-0101-2024: Mount Cup 52mm

BOOST GAUGE

Our boost gauge is the perfect accessory for any of our Gated
Boost Control Valves. Featuring simple mechanical operation,
a black face with silver bezel, bright backlighting and vacuum
to 30psi range.
All hook-up and panel mounting hardware included.
Black aluminium dash mounting cup also
available.
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

TS-0105-3002

TS-0105-3005

TS-0105-3001

ACCESSORIES

Turbosmart offers a range of spare parts and accessories for
its Manual Boost Controller range:
Rocket Luncher Switch
Mounting Bracket for Boost Tee and In Cabin
Mounting Bracket for Single and Dual Stage
TS-0101-3001

Replacement Tee Piece for Single, Dual and In Cabin

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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ELECTRONIC BOOST CONTROLLERS

e-Boost RANGE
The Turbosmart e-Boost range of boost management
systems are one of the most popular, powerful, and
user friendly ranges of electronic boost controllers on
the market.
Turbosmart e-Boost controllers give you the ultimate
control over the boost curve with smart features
designed for one thing – performance. All Turbosmart
e-Boost controllers feature our exclusive adjustable gate
pressure feature which improves turbo response by up
to 1000 rpm earlier in the rev range.
This means that you can increase the performance and
response from your engine without even raising the
maximum boost level. e-Boost controllers also allow the
user to control 3 different aspects of the boost curve;
the maximium boost pressure (set point), the spool up
rate of the turbocharger (gate pressure) and the
reaction time of the controller (sensitivity).
Each unit is housed in an aluminium case for durability
and strength, while a simple 3 segment display is used
for easy viewing and navigation in all extreme driving
conditions.

e-Boost 2 OVERVIEW

 Scan the code with
your Smartphone to see
a setup tutorial video on
this product

SET POINT (SP)

GATE PRESSURE (GP)

SENSITIVITY (SN)

e-Boost2 is a second generation complete Boost Management System. With market-leading features and and
state-of-the-art software, e-Boost2 is the one accessory
all owners of turbocharged cars should have! Easy to
use, yet sophisticated and technologically advanced, the
e-Boost2 is equally at home in a street-going vehicle as
it is in a top-level racecar.
e-Boost2 allows the user to control, monitor, map and
compensate boost. But e-Boost2 is a lot more than just
a boost controller – it can also control water spray,
methanol or nitrous injection, manage shift/warning
lights and read/monitor RPM. While e-Boost2 is fitted
with a state-of-the art software, it has been designed to
be easy and logical to use.

• Boost Levels: up to 6 levels of boost. Max boost 60PSI.
• Boost on Demand: provides instant overtaking power at your fingertips
• Gear-based Mapping: set a different boost for each gear!
• Adjustable Boost Levels: program boost against TIME or RPM.
• RPM Compensation: eliminates boost drop-off at high RPM.
• Peak Hold/Max Boost Recall: monitors boost and RPM.
• Gate Pressure: improves turbocharger response by up to 1000RPM.
• Overboost Shutdown: provides added protection for your engine .
• Display: programmable, can be configured to KPA, Bar or PSI.
• Auto Dimming: with backlit buttons for hassle free navigation.
• Aux Output: programmable; controls water spray, methanol or nitrous injection.

e-Boost2 Range
e-Boost2 Black/Black
e-Boost2 Black/Silver
e-Boost2 Silver
e-Boost2 White/Black

e-Boost2 Accessories
Dash Mounting Kit
Roll Cage Mount
4 Port Solenoid
Dual shift light ring - Silver (Requires 2 LEDs)
Dual shift light ring - Black (Requires 2 LEDs)
LED Red -suits shift light rings
LED Green -suits shift light rings
LED Blue -suits shift light rings
LED Orange -suits shift light rings
Microswitch -waterproof with fly leads
Wiring loom kit -also includes all hoses, fittings and clamps
Solenoid kit - includes fittings and mounting bracket
High Pressure Hose Fitting Kit
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60mm (Sport Compact)
TS-0301-1003
TS-0301-1002
TS-0301-1001 White/Silver
TS-0301-1014

25/8 inch (Traditional)
TS-0301-1011
TS-0301-1013
TS-0301-1004 Silver/Silver
TS-0301-1005

60mm (Sport Compact)
TS-0301-2001
TS-0301-2002
TS-0301-2003
TS-0301-2006
TS-0301-2007
TS-0301-2008
TS-0301-2009
TS-0301-2010
TS-0301-2011
TS-0301-2012
TS-0301-3002
TS-0301-3003
TS-0301-2020

25/8 inch (Traditional)
TS-0301-2013
TS-0301-2014
TS-0301-2003
TS-0301-2017
TS-0301-2018
TS-0301-2008
TS-0301-2009
TS-0301-2010
TS-0301-2011
TS-0301-2012
TS-0301-3002
TS-0301-3003
TS-0301-2020

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

e-Boost 2
2 5/8in: TS-0301-1011

60mm: TS-0301-1003

e-Boost2 Black/Black
Scan the code with
your Smartphone
to view this
product online 

2 5/8in: TS-0301-1013

60mm: TS-0301-1002

60mm: TS-0301-1001

Classy and understated, the black face with a silver bezel
combination is ideal for modern,
brushed aluminium or grey plastic
dashboards, fitting well with the
look of the vents and other gauges.

e-Boost2 Silver, White/Silver

Scan the code with
your Smartphone
to view this
product online 

2 5/8in: TS-0301-1005

Fits perfectly with black dashboards and center consoles,
blending in with the other gauges
when the car is turned off.

e-Boost2 Black/Silver
Scan the code with
your Smartphone
to view this
product online 

2 5/8in: TS-0301-1004

The most popular combination in the e-Boost2 range.
The black face/black bezel theme
give the unit the sought-after
“sleeper” look.

60mm: TS-0301-1014

The original e-Boost2 theme is still very much in demand.
Available in silver/silver (25/8”) and
silver/white (60mm) bezel combination it fits well with most of the
AutoMeter silver face gauges for
that “classic racer” look.

e-Boost2 White/Black
Scan the code with
your Smartphone
to view this
product online 

Ideal for dashboards with white gauges, the white face/black
bezel e-Boost 2 compliments a lot
of aftermarket instrument panels
as well as the traditional, white
face gauges.

Roll Cage
Mounting Kit

Dash/Pillar
Mounting Kit
60mm: TS-0301-2001
2 5/8in: TS-0301-2013

60mm: TS-0301-2002
2 5/8in: TS-0301-2014

Twin LED ring
60mm: TS-0301-2006
2 5/8in: TS-0301-2017

Solenoid
4 Port: TS-0301-2003
3 Port: TS-0301-3003

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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ELECTRONIC BOOST CONTROLLERS

e-Boost STREET
Featuring 40psi max boost operating pressure and auxillary output, the e-Boost
STREET is an electronic boost controller aimed at the street performance market.
It features many boost control capabilities found on its big brother –
the e-Boost2, continuing the e-Boost tradition of providing class leading boost
control, value for money and no nonsense features.
• 2 boost settings – easily selected via the “turn-and-push” button.
An external switch can also be used to change between boost groups.
• Boost correction factor eliminates a problem many street cars with
standard turbo systems suffer from – boost drop off at high RPM.
•  Auxilary output - switch an auxilary device on or off based on boost and RPM
• An easy-to-read 3-segment display with adjustable brightness
can be configured for PSI, KPa, or BAR and will flash when
warning of over boost shutdown or rev limit.
• Housed in a black anodized aluminum case. W:80mm  H: 25mm  D: 95mm
The unit can be mounted within a 1/4 DIN size opening.
• Maximum boost level: 40PSI / 2.72BAR.
• Display mode: Live display of Boost or RPM

TURN

e-Boost STREET:
TS-0302-1002
Dash Mounting Kit: TS-0302-2001
Re-Loom Kit:
TS-0302-3002

PUSH

Supplied with a wiring loom + installation kit,
solenoid with mounting bracket, and vacuum
fittings, vacuum hose and hose clamps.

Operation is via a
Turn-and-Push
control knob.

e-Boost STREET installation
The e-Boost STREET boost controller is an advanced electronic device. Its installation does require a fair degree of technical knowledge, if you’re not sure about any
of the following instructions please have the e-Boost STREET fitted by your local
tuning specialist instead.

Scan the code with
your Smartphone to
see this product on our
website 

 Scan the code with
your Smartphone to
see a setup tutorial
video on this product

BEFORE YOU START
• e-Boost Street should not be used in conjunction with any type of “Draw
Through” induction System.
• Boost pressure should be set using a Dynamometer and not on public roads.
• e-Boost Street is NOT waterproof and must be mounted inside the cabin.
The unit has an operating temperature range of -58F (-5OC) to 158F (70C).
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS
When wiring up your e-Boost STREET solder all wires together and insulate the
joints with the supplied heat shrink.
Red Wire – +12 Volts switched through ignition – connect via 5 Amp fuse supplied
Black Wire – Chassis, earth or ground
Optional Yellow Wire – To 3.5V – 12V Square wave (RPM) Signal
Optional Green Wire – External set point switching (Ground to activate)
Optional Orange Wire – Dimming trigger (Ground to activate)
Optional White Wire – Auxiliary Output (Negative switched)
Brown and grey wire – to boost control solenoid (Polarity not important)
VACUUM / PRESSURE SIGNAL
Route the supplied hose through the engine bay and connect it to a pressure/
vacuum signal from the inlet manifold.
SOLENOID MOUNTING
The control solenoid is rated to a maximum temperature of 80 degrees Celsius
(176 degrees Fahrenheit), ensure that it is mounted a minimum of 250mm (10
Inches) away from the heat of the turbo or exhaust manifold, otherwise heat
shielding is required. Mount the e-Boost Street solenoid in an appropriate position
in the engine bay with the mounting kit supplied.
For a wiring diagram and installation guide go to page 16-17.
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ELECTRONIC BOOST CONTROLLERS - FAQ
Can I fit and set up the e-Boost2 or e-Boost STREET myself?
e-Boost2 is a fully featured programmable electronic device. Turbosmart
recommends that you use a reputable, qualified technician to install and tune
it for you. If you are a competent, technically-savvy DIY installer, we suggest
you carefully read and follow the instructions included with the unit.
If I’m not using external switching or aux output should I leave those
wires disconnected?
You only need to connect the wires that you’re actually using. If external
switching and aux output is not being used leave the green, orange and
white wires disconnected and insulate them from each other.
What is the basic connection method for the e-Boost2 solenoid into an
external wastegate?
Port 3 goes to pressure, Port 2 goes to the bottom port and Port 1 vents to
atmosphere. This is a basic setup and is the recommended starting point for
boost control. The other hook up methods are designed to combat issues
like high exhaust back pressure - see page 16-17 for all recommended
solenoid connection methods.

• Ensure the factory boost control solenoid is not connected in the hose
between the pressure source and the wastegate actuator
• Ensure the length of the wastegate actuator rod has not been modified,
refer to the manufacturer’s specifications.
If the over/under/irregular boost is still occurring...
• Check to see if the e-Boost solenoid is not blocked or contaminated with
dirt, oil build up or debris
• Check the joining hoses for splits, cracks or loose connections and ensure
they are not blocked, kinked or restricted, particularly if the existing hose
was reused
• Pressure test the wastegate actuator for leakage, the diaphragm or housing
may be cracked or split
If the over/under/ irregular boost is still occurring...
• Ensure the smooth and free operation of the wastegate arm in the turbo
exhaust housing.
• Check that the hose between the e-Boost and the inlet manifold is not
obstructed, broken or kinked.
• Check that the OBS is set higher than the boost pressure you are aiming
for.
• Check the Blow-off Valve for leakage, some are used as over-boost valves.
If the over/under/ irregular boost is still occurring...

I want to run a switch that has a bulb to indicate the switch is on. How
much current you can safely pull through the green switching wire?
Don’t do it! The switching wires are only to see ground. You will cook your
e-Boost quicker than you can say “oops” using your approach. If you want to
run an indicator light, you must use an isolation relay for the bulbs circuit.
I have a turbocharged motorcycle with a Turbosmart wastegate and want
to install an e-Boost2 but I’m worried that it’s not waterproof.

• Gate pressure maybe set too close to your actual boost pressure – ensure
correct sensitivity setting.
Do I need to check the Air-Fuel ratio while setting my boost pressure?
Yes. Any increase in boost pressure can cause the engine to run “LEAN”,
resulting in possible engine damage.

e-Boost 2 is very popular on turbocharged motorcycles, mainly for its ability
to provide 6 stages of sequential boost control. Most users mount them up
on the triple clamps. e-Boost2 is NOT water proof but with careful installation and a little silicone they are quite water resistant - something a lot of our
customers can attest to.

What’s EMI and RFI and do they have any effecdt on my e-Boost2?

How does e-Boost 2 know what gear it is in if I change gears while the
power is shut off? Is there a “reset” feature or does it default to a certain
point upon power-up?

The source of EMI is any object that carries rapidly changing electrical currents, in cars, the most common source of EMI is an aftermarket ignition
system. It is a proven fact that the ignition system, especially solid core plug
wires can transmit EMI into the vehicle’s electrical system causing erratic
behaviour in electronic devices like ECUs or electronic boost controllers.

e-Boost is always looking for a ground signal to shift. So if you turned the
bike on in 3rd gear, it’ll only be at setpoint one since it has not seen a rising
edge ground signal. It will always start from SP1 when starting up. If the
bike will always be started in neutral, then it should perform flawlessly.
Another option would be ESP, as it is looking for a continuous ground
signal from each wire rather than a momentary ground but this will limit the
amount of boost settings to 4.

There seems to be a cloud of mystique surrounding the EMI (Electromagnetic Interferece) and RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) issue, with some
people calling it a fantasy and others blaming it for all of their car’s ills.
The truth is, while EMI may not be the source of all evil, it is very real and it
does have an adverse effect on sensitive electronic devices.

The first and the most important step in reducing EMI is to follow the ignition system installation instructions EXACTLY to ensure all the electronic
devices are wired properly.
Using helically wound spark plug wires can reduce EMI transmission as does
shielding any sensitive electronic devices and their wiring, but the simplest
and often most effective way of avoiding EMI is careful planning and routing
of the entire ignition system away from all other wiring.
Aftermarket ignition systems, especially CDI, can create large amounts of
electrical noise. Noise filters such as the MSD noise capacitor (#8830) can
be wired into the power supply of the ignition system to eliminate large voltage fluctuations in the vehicles electrical system.
Connecting the ground wires of the e-Boost2 directly to the negative terminal
of the car battery can also reduce the effects of EMI. This is especially important when the battery has been relocated to the boot or trunk of the vehicle.

I’m re-mounting my eBoost 2 and I don’t want to lose the current setup.
Will the settings be retained with the unit unplugged?
No, you won’t lose anything if you unplug your eBoost2. But if you are worried, take 5-10 minutes and note down all your settings. it’ll be helpful if you
do accidentally change something.
After installing the e-Boost2 / e-Boost STREET my engine is over-boosting/
under-boosting.
• Check that the e-Boost solenoid is installed correctly.

Installing diodes into the ground wires of the e-Boost2 loom can effectively
reduce the risk of EMI affecting the functionality of the e-Boost2. The diodes
will restrict the flow of current in one direction. The diodes only need to be
installed on the ground wires that are being used e.g. diodes only need to be
placed on the trigger wires if external triggering is used.
The diodes need to be wired in so that the flow of current is away from the
head unit, i.e. the cathode is away from the head unit (As per wiring diagram). The diode models that can be used are 1N4001 or 1N4002.
Use only resistor type relays when connecting the E-Boost2 to an auxiliary
device. Normal relays can cause voltage spikes to the e-Boost2.
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Single Solenoid, Single Turbo with single port internal wastegate

Single Solenoid, Single Turbo with two port internal wastegate

Twin Solenoid, Twin Turbo, V configuration engine

Single Solenoid,Single Port, Twin Turbo with external wastegates, V configuration engine

Single Solenoid,Single Port, Single Turbo with an external wastegate

Single Solenoid,Twin Port, Single Turbo with an external wastegate - Method 1

Two Solenoid, Twin Port, Twin Turbo with an external wastegate - Method 1

Two Port, Single Solenoid, Single Turbo with an external wastegate - Method 2

Two Port, Twin Solenoid, Twin Turbo with external wastegates - Method 2

Two Port, 1 x 4 Port Solenoid, Single Turbo with an external wastegate - Method 3
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e-Boost2 / STREET - INSTALLATION GUIDE
Two Port, 1 x 4 Port Solenoid, Twin Turbo with external wastegates - Method 3

Two Port, 2 x Four Port Solenoid, Twin Turbo with external wastegates - Method 3

Scan this code to watch
our e-Boost Street Overboost Shutdown video
setup tutorial 

Scan this code to watch
our e-Boost Street Gate
Pressure video setup
tutorial 

In our series of video tutorials we
show you the basic installation
and setup procedure for e-Boost2.

Scan this code to watch
our e-Boost2 video setup
tutorial Part 1 

Scan this code to watch
our e-Boost2 video setup
tutorial Part 2 
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e-Boost2 - Quick Start Guide

e-Boost 2 QUICK START GUIDE

UP and DOWN keys. Press MODE again to save the desired setting.

1. Enter Setup menu by pressing MODE and SETUP/UP at the same time (see diagram
above for the Quick Start menu structure).
2. Setting obS (Over boost shutdown): If the obS is triggered the e-Boost2 begins to
reduce the boost pressure to half of that set in the obS parameter. Once this safe pressure is achieved the e-Boost will return to normal operation. obS must be set to a level at
least 2.2psi (0.15 bar or 15kPa) above the highest boost pressure. Press MODE to enter
the menu and adjust the values using the UP and DOWN keys. Press MODE again to save
the desired setting.
3. Setting nSP (Number of set points): The e-Boost2 is capable of controlling up to 6
individual boost groups. Setting nSP to a value from 1-6 will then enable that number of
boost groups (and their associated set point, gate pressure and sensitivity) in the boost
menu and live mode. Press MODE to enter the menu and adjust the values using the UP
and DOWN keys. Press MODE again to save the desired setting.
4. Setting CYL (Number of Cylinders): If you have connected the yellow RPM wire to an
RPM signal from your ECU or negative terminal of an ignition coil you will need to input
the number of cylinders / rotors in order to configure the RPM signal correctly i.e. the
number of pulses per revolution being picked up from the RPM output of the ECU. Press
MODE to enter the menu and adjust the values using the UP and DOWN keys. Press
MODE again to save the desired setting.
5. Setting SCL (Scale): The e-Boost2 readout can be configured in either bar, psi or kPa,
the default setting is in psi Press MODE to enter the menu and adjust the values using the

Fig 1: SP1
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Fig 2: GP1

6. Setting bGr (Bar graph): The e-Boost2 bar graph can be configured to indicate a pressure between zero and full scale (60 psi). Press MODE to enter the menu and adjust the
values using the UP and DOWN keys. Press MODE again to save the desired setting.
7. Hold MODE to exit the Setup Menu
8. In Live Mode, press MODE and BOOST/DOWN key to enter the boost menu.
9. Firstly we will setup bG1 (Boost group 1). The parameters that can be adjusted in
each boost group are set point (SP#), gate pressure (GP#) and sensitivity (SN#).
10. Setting SP1 (Set point): The SP value determines the duty cycle the solenoid will
operate at when the gate pressure is reached. This is a value between 0 – 99. The larger
the value, the more boost the turbocharger will produce. Start the setup by increasing the
SP value to 20. Bring the car onto boost and see what the maximum boost pressure is.
(See Fig 1).
Increase the value in small increments until you achieve your desired boost pressure. The
SP value can also be adjusted while the car is on boost however, instead of the SP value
being displayed, the boost pressure will be displayed so you know what pressure you are
achieving.
This is the easiest way to set your set points. Press MODE to enter the menu and adjust
the values using the UP and DOWN keys. Press MODE again to save the desired setting.

Fig 3: SN1
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e-Boost2 / Street - Quick Start Guide
11. Setting GP1 (Gate pressure): This feature helps bring boost on faster at lower rpm
and will give an increase in torque (See Fig 2). Start by setting the gate pressure 5 PSI
below the desired boost pressure with the corresponding SP value e.g. if the desired
boost pressure is 15 PSI, set the gate pressure to 10 PSI first and adjust from there.
Adjust the value higher to increase the response of the turbocharger or decrease the
value to reduce the response. If this setting is too close to target boost, you will get a
boost spike.
Press MODE to enter the menu and adjust the values using the UP and DOWN keys.
Press MODE again to save the desired setting.
12. Setting SN1 (Sensitivity): The sensitivity is how sensitive the e-Boost2 is to changes
in the boost curve. Under normal circumstances the sensitivity is left at the factory set

level of 20. If your boost curve is wavy through the rev range, reduce the sensitivity, if your
boost curve drops off at the end of the rev range, increase the sensitivity. (See Fig 3).
Note: do not increase this value higher than 30. Press MODE to enter the menu and
adjust the values using the UP and DOWN keys. Press MODE again to save the desired
setting.
13. Hold MODE to exit the Boost Group.
14. Repeat steps 10 – 13 for each Boost Group.
15. Once all Boost Groups are set, Hold MODE in the Boost Group menu to enter Live
Mode.
For a complete setup procedure see the e-Boost 2 User Manual.

e-Boost Street QUICK START GUIDE
SETUP: To enter the setup menu, press and hold the knob for 3 seconds. To navigate
through the setup menu, rotate the knob to the left or right for the various options as
shown below. To enter any of the menus, press the knob. Once your settings are entered
via turning the knob left or right, you can save the setting by pressing the knob once. To
exit any menu, press the knob for 3 seconds or alternatively, go to END in the menu. This
will take you back to the previous menu.
OVER BOOST SHUTDOWN: If the OBS is triggered the E-Boost Street will reduce the
boost pressure to half of that set in the OBS parameter.
SCALE: The E-Boost Street readout can be configured in either Bar, PSI or KPa, the
default setting is in psi. BOOST SETUP (bG1 and bG2).
BOOST GROUPS: The E-Boost Street has the ability to control two levels of boost (BG1/
BG2). The parameters that can be adjusted in each boost group are set point (SP1/SP2),
gate pressure (GP1/GP2) and sensitivity (SN1/SN2). Set up the boost groups in the
following order:
Setting SP1 (Set point): The SP value determines the DUTY CYCLE the solenoid will
operate at when the gate pressure is reached. The SP value is not the amount of boost
pressure your turbo will produce. This is a value between 0 – 99. The larger the value, the
more boost the turbocharger will produce. Start the setup by increasing the SP value to
20. Bring the car onto boost and see what the maximum boost pressure is. Increase the
value in small increments until you achieve your desired boost pressure. Press the KNOB
to enter the menu and adjust the values rotating the knob LEFT or RIGHT. Press the
KNOB again to save the desired setting.

Live mode menu:
LIVE BOOST: Displays the amount of vacuum/boost being read by the unit.
LIVE RPM: Displays the RPM X100 (020 = 2000 RPM) of the engine if the RPM wire
is connected to a Square wave signal from the ECU.
CURRENT SP VALUE: Displays the SP value the unit is currently set to.
PEAK HOLD BOOST: Displays the peak boost level the unit has measured.
PEAK HOLD RPM: Displays the peak RPM the unit has measured.
Changing between
2 Boost Groups

BOOST CORRECTION: This function is use to reduce or eliminate boost drop off at high
RPM. Switching this function on will display the boost correction menu in the boost
group menu. This function is best performed on a chassis dyno where the graph of the
boost curve can be displayed and accurately interpreted.

Setting GP1 (Gate pressure): This feature helps bring boost on faster at lower rpm and
will give an increase in torque. Start by setting the gate pressure 5 PSI below the desired
boost pressure with the corresponding SP value e.g. if the desired boost pressure is 15
PSI, set the gate pressure to 10 PSI first and adjust from there. Adjust the value higher to
increase the response of the turbocharger or decrease the value to reduce the response.
If this setting is too close to target boost, you will get a boost spike. Press the KNOB
to enter the menu and adjust the values by rotating the knob LEFT or RIGHT. Press the
KNOB again to save the desired setting.

The boost correction function requires 3 parameters to work; the START RPM, the END
RPM and the correction factor.

Setting SN1 (Sensitivity): The sensitivity is how sensitive the E-Boost Street is to
changes in the boost curve. Under normal circumstances the sensitivity is left at the
factory set level of 20. If your boost curve is wavy through the rev range, reduce the
sensitivity, if your boost curve drops off at the end of the rev range, increase the sensitivity. Note: do not increase this value higher than 30. Press the KNOB to enter the menu
and adjust the values by rotating the knob LEFT or RIGHT. Press the KNOB again to save
the desired setting.

SECURITY PIN: The user or workshop can set a 3 digit password that will lock the boost
menu, obS, SL, rSP, COR, dS, nSP, and CYL parameters for editing.

START RPM (RP1): This is the engine RPM at which boost begins to drop off.
END RPM (RP2): This is the engine RPM at which you want to turn off the boost correction function, normally set at redline.
Correction factor (FAC): The percentage at which boost is dropping off between the
START and END RPM

RPM SHIFT LIGHT: This function allows the user to preset a RPM value at which the
display will begin to flash.
For a complete setup procedure see the e-Boost Street User Manual.

RPM DISPLAY CONFIGURATION: If you have connected the yellow RPM wire to an
RPM signal from your ECU or negative terminal of an ignition coil you will need to input
the number of cylinders / rotors in order to configure the RPM signal correctly i.e. the
number of pulses per revolution being picked up from the RPM output of the ECU.
LIGHT DIM: The brightness of the display can be adjusted on a scale of 0 – 6.
SWITCH LOGIC: The switch logic determines how the E-Boost Street switches between
boost groups BG1 and BG2. It is factory set to internal switching (ISP) where boost
groups are changed by pushing the knob. Alternatively, boost groups can be switched
remotely when the switch logic is set to external switching (ESP). By earthing the green
wire using a switch, you can toggle change from SP1 to SP2. Un-earthing this wire will
return the set point back to SP1.

e-Boost Street
Setup Menu

AUXILIARY OUTPUT: The e-Boost Street has an auxiliary output function designed to
control an auxiliary device once a certain boost pressure or RPM value is reached i.e.
water spray, water injection, warning light or nitrous controller. This circuit can be used
to control a resistor type automotive relay with a maximum current draw of 2 amps.
There are four options bOn, bOF, rOn and rOF. The boost setting on (bOn) and off (bOF)
value will be entered in the units that are currently selected for display. Between the bOn
and bOF values the auxiliary output circuit will be closed and therefore will switch the
relay on. The RPM setting on (rOn), and off (rOF) are entered as RPM x 100 e.g. if 5000
RPM is the desired setting the user will input 050. Between the rOn and rOF values the
auxiliary output circuit will be closed.

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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BLOW-OFF and BYPASS VALVES
What is a BOV
A blow off valve, also referred to as a dump, bypass, or a pop
off valve, is a vacuum-activated pressure relief valve. A typical
BOV consists of an inlet and outlet port, a piston, a spring and
a vacuum connection point.
A BOVs’ function is to release excess boost pressure from the
intake system when the throttle is closed. A perfect example
of this is during on boost gear changes.
Without a BOV, upon shutting the throttle, the pressurised air
caught between the free-spinning turbo and the shut throttle
plate is forced back through the compressor blades, this, in
turn, forces the compressor to slow down or stall.
This phenomenon is often referred to as “compressor surge”
or “cavitation”. This places undue load on the turbochargers bearings and compressor wheels blades, shortening the
lifespan of the turbo and sometines even causing serious
damage.

How a BOV works
A BOV is usually mounted on the intercooler pipework
between the turbocharger compressor and the throttle body,
ideally on the throttle body side of the intercooler.
A vacuum line connects the upper chamber of the BOV with a
vacuum/boost source from the intake manifold. In its resting
position, a spring holds the piston shut against the intake port.
Under boost with the throttle open, the blow-off valve remains
shut. Upon shutting the throttle, vacuum is created in the
inlet manifold, this vacuum combined with the pressure in the
intercooler pipe forces the piston to open, releasing excess
boost pressure in the intake system.

Different types of BOVs
There are two main types of BOVs; atmospheric (or VTA –
vent to atmosphere) and recirculating (Plumb Back). The

Why buy a Turbosmart BOV
Performance, reliability and high quality of manufacture sets
Turbosmart BOVs apart from the rest. Made from tough
and durable billet aluminium and including many innovative features like the billet V-band clamp for fast and reliable
installation. Turbosmart BOVs have big flow capabilities while
being small in size and light in weight.
Turbosmart BOVs are designed to reduce turbo spool-up time

difference between the two types is in how they
dispose of the vented boost pressure.
Atmospheric BOVs vent the excess boost pressure
out of the system into the atmosphere – hence the
“atmospheric” name. These BOVs usually produce
the much sought-after “whoosh” sound.
The recirculating or “Plumb-back” type BOV vents
the pressure back into the intake system before
the turbocharger inlet. They are practically silent
compared to their atmospheric counterparts and are
recommended for applications where the car needs

to comply with noise or emission restrictions. They
are also a good choice for off-road or rally applications
where a sealed BOV system offers superior reliability
and protection against damage caused by dirt, mud,
sand etc.
Turbosmart’s Dual Port is a combination of the two
– equipped with both a trumpet and a plumb-back
attachment giving the user a choice of three BOV options: atmo, plumback, or both. The staged ports on
these BOVs make them an ideal choice for vehicles with
sensitive air flow metered management systems.

from idle and reduce turbo lag between gears for
even greater performance from your turbocharged
vehicle – at the same time they are a must have for
vehicles running increased boost levels over standard as the factory valve is designed to leak boost!
Turbosmart BOVs and BPVs have been developed to
fit most popular makes and models and all feature
comprehensive range of adapters.

Turbosmart BOV provides higher boost ramp up with higher boost levels
achieved at lower RPM. The gradient of the curve is more aggressive,
giving better response from the engine and reduced turbo lag.
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TS-0205-1301

PP  

TS-0205-1300





TS-0205-1130

TS-0205-1131

PP  3LVWRQ

PP  3LVWRQ





PP  

PP  



PP  3LVWRQ

PP  

Supersonic provides superior flow performance with a unique
“supersonic” sound. Featuring a single atmospheric trumpet,
it is extremely popular with racers and show-car builders
world-wide.

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

 PP
PP
   

VEE PORT PRO

Evolution of the original Vee Port BOV. Small yet powerful,
the Vee Port Pro features a unique, variable exhaust port
system, providing superior venting of excess pressure.









SUPERSONIC

Ideal for enthusiasts of high flow and head-turning sound.





Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

Simple and effective. Ideal choice for those wanting high flow,
small size and value for money.





FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 
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MODEL-SPECIFIC BOVS and BPVS
TS-0205-1015

SUBARU DUAL PORT

TS-0205-1016

The Dual Port can be configured to vent to the atmosphere,
back into the air intake or both!
Get the most out of your Subaru with Plumb Back for the
street, Supersonic for the race track, or Dual Port for the best
of both worlds!
Suits WRX MY01-MY07,
STi MY01-current, Forester 05-07
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 
TS-0205-1215

SUBARU PLUMB BACK

A full recirculating BPV. Ideal for WRX enthusiasts who don’t
want to be noticed. Quiet in operation and easy to install, the
Subaru Plumb Back is a perfect upgrade to your Subaru.

TS-0205-1216

Suits all 2001-2007 models, STi - MY01-current
and Forester 05-07.

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 
TS-0205-1315

SUBARU SUPERSONIC

A full atmospheric BOV. Preferred venting solution for serious
street tuners and racers. Big flow and even bigger sound.
Easy to install and set up.

TS-0205-1316

Suits all 2001-2007 models.
STi - MY01-current and Forester 05-07

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 
TS-0205-1135

SUBARU WRX VEE PORT

Features a unique, variable exhaust port system, providing
superior venting of excess pressure. Small yet powerful.
Ideal choice for street-tuned WRXs. Easy to install and set up.

TS-0205-1136

Suits all WRX 2001-2007 models,
STi - MY01-current and Forester 05-07.

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

MAZDA/SUBARU DUAL PORT
The Dual Port can be configured to vent to the atmosphere,
back into the air intake or both! Easily converts to a full atmo
or full bypass valve.

TS-0205-1009

TS-0205-1010

Suits Mazdaspeed (MPS) 3 (BK Series), 6 and Mazda CX7,
Subaru Legacy/Liberty GT, WRX MY08-current,
Forester MY08-current.

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 
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MODEL-SPECIFIC BOVS and BPVS

TS-0205-1026

NISSAN DUAL PORT

Features both atmospheric and bypass ports. Easily converts
to a full atmo or full bypass valve.
Sequential ports provide a quiet operation on mild boost and
full performance at full boost.
Suits Nissan Skyline GTS-T and GT-R, R32,
R33 and R34 (excluding R32 GTS-t).
GT-Rs require x2 Dual Ports.
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

NISSAN GT-R R35 BOV KIT

TS-0205-1027

An ideal bolt-on performance upgrade to any R35 GT-R, the
Turbosmart BOV kit combines class-leading performance and
reliability with easy installation, setup and fits neatly in the
engine bay.
The kit consists of 2 symmetrical Nissan Dual Port BOVs,
gaskets, vacuum hoses and clamps and blanking plugs.

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

TS-0205-1021

TS-0205-1020

MITSUBISHI DUAL PORT

Features both atmospheric and bypass ports. Easily converts
to a full atmo or full bypass valve.
Sequential ports provide a quiet operation on mild boost and
full performance at full boost.
Suits Mitsubishi EVO I - X and 3000GT/GTO.

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

Dual Port - Four BOVs in One!
All Turbosmart Dual Ports come supplied with a blanking plug
making the conversion to a Supersonic or a Plumb Back a
breeze. An optional second trumpet can be used for a twintrumpet setup.
Using a 10mm allen key replace the trumpet with the supplied
blank for a recirculating (bypass) operation, or replace the
plumb back port with an optional trumpet for a high-flow,
atmospheric operation.

Quick-Release V-Band
All Turbosmart Multi-Fit BOVs and BPVs use Turbosmart’s
unique Quick-Release V-Band system.
Made from billet aluminium, the system provides a secure way
of attaching a valve to its flange and allows for an easy and
quick removal or repositioning of the unit when required.

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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BOVS and BPVS - KOMPACT SERIES
 Scan the code with your Smartphone
to watch a fitting video of this product

KOMPACT SERIES

The Kompact range of BOVs and BPVs offer more versatility,
higher performance, OEM fitment and less cost – everything
you need.
Kompact Series valves have been designed as a bolt-on
replacement for plastic factory Bosch or Denso BOVs, while
offering superior flow, and greater structural integrity under
boost – they will not give up.
Now included is a range of flange type plumb back BOV’s to
suit even more models. Ideal for cars with constrained engine
bay access like VWs, Audis, Porsches, Seats, SAABs, Subarus, Mazdas, Mitsubishis, Nissans and Ford XR6T – including
the new FG.

20mm: TS-0203-1021

KOMACT DUAL PORT
UNIVERSAL

25mm: TS-0203-1022

34mm: TS-0203-1023

Dual Outlet-type BOV. Dual Port vents both to the atmosphere
and back into the air intake. Ports with sequential timing allow
quieter operation during normal driving, while getting all the
benefits of a vent-to-atmosphere BOV under race conditions.
Easily converted to a full atmospheric or full bypass unit by
using supplied port blanking plug.
Comes in a choice of 20mm, 25mm or 34mm outlets.
Fits most cars using the factory BOSCH or DENSO bypass
valves.

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

KOMPACT PLUMB BACK
UNIVERSAL

20mm: TS-0203-1221

25mm: TS-0203-1222

34mm: TS-0203-1223

Full recirculating BOV. The Plumb Back system recirculates all
excess pressure back into the intake system.
Great for enthusiasts not wanting to be noticed but wanting
the performace and reliability benefits of a quality BOV.
Comes in a choice of 20mm, 25mm or 34mm outlets.
Fits most cars using the factory BOSCH or DENSO bypass
valves.

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 
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BOVS and BPVS - KOMPACT SERIES

KOMPACT DUAL PORT
BMW

TS-0203-1050

Specifically designed to suit turbocharged BMW applications
as a direct replacement of the factory valves.
Dual Port or recirculation.






















The BMW Kompact Kit includes two Kompact Dual Port
valves and piping.
Suits BMW 135i, 335i, 535i, Z4 (requires pipe kit TS-0203 2001)

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

KOMPACT PLUMB BACK
BMW

TS-0203-1250











Specifically designed to suit turbocharged BMW applications
as a direct replacement of the factory valves.
Recirculation only.
The BMW Kompact Kit includes two Kompact Plumb Back
valves and piping.
Suits BMW 135i, 335i, 535i, Z4 (requires pipe kit TS-0203 2001)



Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 
TS-0203-1215

KOMPACT PLUMB BACK
SUBARU

Full recirculating flange type BOV. The Plumb Back system
recirculates all excess pressure back into the intake system.
Suits WRX MY01-MY07,
STi MY01-currrent, Forester 05-07
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 
TS-0203-1209

KOMPACT PLUMB BACK
MAZDA/SUBARU

Full recirculating flange type BOV. The Plumb Back system
recirculates all excess pressure back into the intake system.
Suits Mazdaspeed (MPS) 3 (all), Mazdaspeed (MPS) 6 (all),
CX7, Subaru Legacy/Liberty GT,
WRX MY08-current,
Forester XT MY08-current
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 
TS-0203-1226

KOMPACT PLUMB BACK
NISSAN

Full recirculating flange type BOV. The Plumb Back system
recirculates all excess pressure back into the intake system.
Suits Nissan Skyline GTS-T, GT-R,
R32, R33, R34 and R35 (Requires 2 kits),
Nissan Stagea – all models, Nissan Juke.
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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KOMPACT SERIES - BORG WARNER / KKK
BorgWarner EFR and KKK turbochargers have
their factory bypass valve mounted directly on
the compressor cover of the turbocharger.

Turbosmart BW Kompact Series valves have been specifically
designed to suit BorgWarner EFR and KKK turbos.
Unlike the standard, plastic valves that use un-reinforced
diaphragms and are known to crack under increased boost,
the new BW Kompact valves use O-Ring sealed piston which,
coupled with their billet aluminium construction give them
over 30PSI boost handling capability.
The Turbosmart BW Kompact valves BW Kompact valves are
available in Plumb Back and Dual Port models.
Dual port mode allows air to be vented to atmosphere for
sound without upsetting the ECU. Dual port mode can be
switched off by adjusting a block off collar on the body.
Plumb Back is a full recirculating valve.

Block Off Plate
TS-0203-2002

Included with each BW Kompact kits is:
Model specific valve, Mounting screws and Spring clamps.

KOMPACT PLUMB BACK
BORGWARNER/KKK

TS-0203-1260

Designed as a bolt-on replacement of the factory valve on
all BorgWarner EFR and KKK turbos, Kompact Plumb Back
provides better boost response and greater boost handling
capability. Suits: Porsche 911 Turbo (997) and 911 GT2 (997)
Volvo S40 T5, S60 T5, C30 T5, C70 T5.
Ford Focus MK2 ST/XR5/RS 04-10
Chevy Cobalt SS 08-10
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

KOMPACT DUAL PORT
BORGWARNER/KKK

TS-0203-1060

Choose between an atmospheric, recirculating or both!
Easily adjusted by adjusting a block off collar on the body.
Suits: Porsche 911 Turbo (997) and 911 GT2 (997)
Volvo S40 T5, S60 T5, C30 T5, C70 T5.
Chevy Cobalt SS 08-10
Ford Focus MK2 ST/XR5/RS 04-10
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

KOMPACT PLUMB BACK
2.0T VAG
Recirculating valve kit designed specifically to suit the 2.0L
VAG engine.
Suits: All Volkswagen Golf, Scirocco, Passat, Jetta,
Bora, Tiguan, Audi A3/S3/A4/A5/TT,
Skoda Octavia and Seat Leon models
with the 2.0T FSI and TSI engines.

TS-0203-1240

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

KOMPACT DUAL PORT
2.0T VAG

Choose between an atmospheric, recirculating or both!
Easily adjusted by adjusting a block off collar on the body.
Suits: All Volkswagen Golf, Scirocco, Passat, Jetta,
Bora, Tiguan, Audi A3/S3/A4/A5/TT,
Skoda Octavia and Seat Leon models
with the 2.0T FSI and TSI engines.

TS-0203-1040

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 
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DIESEL BOV CONTROLLER
WHAT IS A BOV CONTROLLER?

TS-0304-1003 (unit only)

The BOV controller is an electronic device which
controls the pressure signal to the BOV.

experience compressor surge when coming off the
throttle.

amount of rebuilds on your turbocharger as well as improve
acceleration between gears.

It works by detecting a negative voltage change in
throttle position. It then energises a solenoid to vent
all of the air out of the BOV cap, causing a pressure
differential between the piston of the BOV and the cap
which will vent pressure from the intake system.

The deceleration of the engine can be a restriction on
the outlet of the turbocharger causing compressor
surge. This can be disastrous on a turbo system which
is producing high amounts of boost.

Petrol cars with sensitive airflow meters can also use the BOV
controller to eliminate stalling and back firing as you can limit
how much air is bled from the system and at what negative
change in throttle position does the BOV open.

The BOV controller can vent this build up of pressure,
protecting the turbocharger. This can reduce the

Other applications include being a safety valve or a boost
limiting valve (enable function).

Large diesel engines with larger turbochargers can

TS-0304-1002 (with Black Race Port)
TS-0304-1001 (with Blue Race Port)

BOV CONTROLLER KIT

Turbosmart BOV Controller Kit has a universal application and
can be used on most turbocharged diesel and petrol engines.
Turbosmart BOV Controller Kit is available with either a Blue
or Black Race Port BOV.
FUNCTIONS:
• Sensitivity: How sensitive the controller is to negative
changes in throttle movement.
• Duration: How long the solenoid stays open to bleed out
the air from the BOV (I.E how long the BOV is open for) The
solenoid will reactivate when the BOV controller reads positive throttle movement to close the BOV and pressurize the
intake system
Ryan Milliken’s 6.7L Turbo Diesel truck uses Turbosmart BOV controller kit
along with a Hyper-Gate 45 to produce 800hp and 1800 ft/lb.

• Enable: Keeps the solenoid energized. This can be used as a
boost limiting function as the BOV will bleed air out lowering
the boost levels entering the engine.
• Disable: Disables the BOV controller and returns the intake
system to its factory setting.
SUPPLIED WITH:
• BOV Controller
• Specific Race Port BOV
(TS-0304-1001 or TS-0304-1002)
• Wiring loom
• Solenoid and bracket
• Reinforced pressure tubing
• Hose clamps and mounting hardware

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

Scan the code with
your Smartphone
to view this
product online 
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BOV and BPV ACCESSORIES

HKS to Turbosmart Adapter
TS-0205-2061

Greddy to Turbosmart Adapter
TS-0205-2060

Ford XR6 Turbo Pipe Kit
TS-0205-2058

Subaru MY99 and Forester 98 Adapter
TS-0205-2051
V-Band to 38mm Adapter
TS-TS-0205-2010

38mm Stainless Steel Profiled Adapter
TS-0205-2003

38mm Alloy Profiled Adapter
TS-0205-2002

Subaru Forester Adapter
TS-0205-2054

Hose Adapters

Nissan R32 Adapter Kit
TS-0205-2052

34mm: TS0205-2009

32mm: TS0205-2008

25mm: TS0205-2007

19mm: TS0205-2006

Hose Blanking Plugs
Nissan Flange Kit
TS-0205-2057

38mm: TS0205-2017

34mm: TS0205-2016

32mm: TS0205-2015 29mm: TS0205-2014 25mm: TS0205-2013 19mm: TS0205-2012

Port Blanking Plug
TS-0205-3103

V-Band Blanking Plate
Race Port:
TS-0204-2006
Type 5 BOV:
TS-0205-2011
Mazda/Subaru Flange Kit
TS-0205-2055

Multi Spray
BOV Lubricant
TS-0205-3011
V-Band Clamp
Race Port:
TS-0204-3004
Type 5 BOV:
TS-0205-3009

Plumb Back fittings

Subaru Flange Kit
TS-0205-2056
38mm: TS-0205-3204 34mm: TS-0205-3203

29mm: TS-0205-3201

28

25mm: TS-0205-3200
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Replacement Trumpet 50mm
TS-0205-3105

32mm: TS-0205-3202

Replacement Trumpet 60mm
TS-0205-3104

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

BOV and BPV ACCESSORIES
LOOKING AFTER YOUR BOV
Turbosmart recommends that the following maintenance procedure is carried out at six monthly intervals
or at higher intervals if the environment is very dusty
or wet. Regular maintenance will ensure that your BOV
is operating at its peak performance and will extend the
working life of the product.
STEP 1.

Remove the cap of the BOV by rotating in an anticlockwise direction – CAUTION, the cap is under spring
force, remove with care!
STEP 2.

Remove the spring then carefully remove the piston and
thoroughly clean the piston and the bore of the BOV.
STEP 3.
Inspect the surface of the piston and the bore of the
BOV for scoring or excessive wear, silver coloured
marks on the bore are an indication of excessive wear.
STEP 4.

BOV Type 5 Accessories
Part Number
TS-0205-2002
TS-0205-2003
TS-0205-2006
TS-0205-2007
TS-0205-2008
TS-0205-2009
TS-0205-2010
TS-0205-2011
TS-0205-2012
TS-0205-2013
TS-0205-2014
TS-0205-2015
TS-0205-2016
TS-0205-2017
TS-0205-2018
TS-0205-2051
TS-0205-2052
TS-0205-2053
TS-0205-2054
TS-0205-2055
TS-0205-2056
TS-0205-2057
TS-0205-2058
TS-0205-2059
TS-0205-2060
TS-0205-2061
TS-0205-3008
TS-0205-3009
TS-0205-3010
TS-0205-3011
TS-0205-3101
TS-0205-3102
TS-0205-3103
TS-0205-3104
TS-0205-3105

Part Description
BOV 38mm Alloy Profiled Adapter
BOV 38mm SS Profiled Adapter
BOV 19mm Hose Adapter
BOV 25mm Hose Adapter
BOV 32mm Hose Adapter
BOV 34mm Hose Adapter
BOV V-Band to 38mm Adapter
BOV V-Band Blanking Plate
BOV 19mm Hose Blanking Plug
BOV 25mm Hose Blanking Plug
BOV 29mm Hose Blanking Plug
BOV 32mm Hose Blanking Plug
BOV 34mm Hose Blanking Plug
BOV 38mm Hose Blanking Plug
BOV 38mm Hose Adaptor
BOV Subaru MY99 Adapter Kit
BOV Nissan R32 Adapter Kit
BOV Subaru Forester 2.0L Adapter Kit
BOV Subaru Forester 2.5L Adapter Kit
BOV Mazda/Subaru Flange Adapter Kit
BOV Subaru Flange Adapter Kit
BOV Nissan Flange Adapter Kit
BOV Ford XR6 Turbo Pipe Kit
BOV Subaru WRX 98 Adapter Kit
BOV TS - Greddy Flange Adapter
BOV TS - HKS Flange Adapter
BOV 38mm WA/HO Alloy
BOV V-Band clamp assembly
BOV O-Ring kit
BOV Uniglide Lubricant
BOV Spring Yellow DP/SS/VP
BOV Spring Red PB/SC
BOV Port Blanking Plug
BOV 60mm Trumpet Replace
BOV 50mm Trumpet Replace

Part Number
TS-0205-3106
TS-0205-3107
TS-0205-3108
TS-0205-3109
TS-0205-3200
TS-0205-3201
TS-0205-3202
TS-0205-3203
TS-0205-3204
TS-0205-3205

Part Description
BOV Spring White VP Pro
BOV Maz/Sub Flange Gasket
BOV Subaru Flange Gasket
BOV Nissan Flange Gasket
BOV 25mm Plumb Back fitting
BOV 29mm Plumb Back fitting
BOV 32mm Plumb Back fitting
BOV 34mm Plumb Back fitting
BOV 38mm Plumb Back fitting
BOV Greddy ADA Gasket

BOV Race Port Acessories
TS-0204-2001
TS-0204-2005
TS-0204-2006
TS-0204-2104
TS-0204-3001
TS-0204-3004
TS-0204-3005
TS-0204-3010
TS-0204-3102
TS-0204-3103

BOV Race Port S/S WF
BOV Race Port to 38mm ADA
BOV Race Port Flange Blank
BOV Race Port Spring Kit
BOV Race Port Alloy WF
BOV Race Port V-Band
BOV Race Port flange O-Ring
BOV Race Port M/S WF Female
BOV Race Port Spring 18 In/Hg
BOV Race Port Dia assembly

BOV Kompact Accessories
TS-0203-2001
TS-0203-2002
TS-0203-3001
TS-0203-3002
TS-0203-3003
TS-0203-3004
TS-0203-3005
TS-0203-3006
TS-0203-3007
TS-0203-3008
TS-0203-3009
TS-0203-3010

BOV BMW Z4 additional pipe kit
BOV Kompact Borgwarner/KKK Block off cap
BOV Kompact PB Spring-Blue
BOV Kompact SS Spring-Pink
BOV Kompact DP Spring-Green
BOV Kompact Trumpet replacement
BOV Kompact 20mm inlet fitting -Black
BOV Kompact 25mm inlet fitting -Black
BOV Kompact 34mm inlet fitting -Black
BOV Kompact 20mm Plum back fitting -Black
BOV Kompact 25mm Plum back fitting -Black
BOV Kompact 34mm Plum back fitting -Black

Race Port Spring Chart
Spring
Pink
Purple
Part Number
TS-0204-2104
TS-0204-2104
Vacuum
0 - 4inHG
		
4 - 10inHG		

10 - 14inHG


14 - 18inHG			
18 - 22inHG
		

Blue (Included with BOV)
TS-0204-3102




BOV Type 5 Spring Chart
Spring
Part number
Free length (mm)
OD (mm)
Vacuum level (High)
Vacuum level (Low)

Red
TS-0205-3102
135
29
-17
-14

Yellow
TS-0205-3101
160
30
-22
-20

White
TS-0205-3106
108
30
-14
-11

Vee Port Pro Spring Chart
Lubricate the bore and the piston with Uni-Glide™, hydraulic oil or sewing machine oil – DO NOT use grease
or viscous oils
STEP 5.

Spring
Part Number
Free Length
OD (mm)
Vacuum level (High)
Vacuum level (Low)

White VPP
TS-0205-3106
108
30
-21
-19

Grey VPP
TS-0205-3110
81
29
-7
-6

Kompact Dual Port BorgWarner/KKK Spring Chart
Spring
Part number
Free Length (mm)
OD (mm)
Vacuum High (InHg)
Vacuum Low (InHg)

Blue
TS-0203-3003
55
23
-15
-11

Green
TS-0203-3001
64
23
-20
-17

Pink (Included in kit)
TS-0203-3002
72
23
-25
-22

Green
TS-0203-3003
64
23
-19

Pink (Included in kit)
TS-0203-3002
72
23
-24*

-9

-14

Green (Included with BOV)
TTS-0203-3003
64
23
-15

Pink
TS-0203-3002
72
23
-20

Kompact Dual Port Spring Chart

Check the O-ring for any damage – replace if necessary.
The Kompact Series BOVs and BPVs have only one
O-ring (shown), whereas all Type 5 BOVs and BPVs
have a thin indicator O-ring as well as a sealing O-Ring
on the body.
STEP 6.
Re-assemble the BOV in the reverse order.

Spring
Part Number
Free Length (mm)
OD (mm)
Vacuum High (InHg)

Blue
TS-0203-3001
55
23
-13

Vacuum Low (InHg)

-3

* This vacuum level is achieved with the 6 shims that are provided in the kit, installed.

Kompact Plumb Back Spring Chart
Spring
Part Number
Free Length (mm)
OD (mm)
Vacuum Rating (InHg)

Blue
TS-0203-3001
55
23
-9

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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BOVS and BPVs - DIY TUTORIALS

Cleaning your Turbosmart BOV

Subaru WRX Dual Port installation

Dual Port Conversions

Nissan R35 Dual Port installation

How Turbosmart V-Band System Works

Mitsubishi Evo Dual Port installation

A Turbosmart blow-off or bypass valve will provide you with
many years of reliable service providing you look after it. it
this video we show you some basic tips on how to look after
your BOV / BPV.

The Dual Port is the most versatile valve in Turbosmart’s
arsenal. In this tutorial we show you how to convert a Dual
Port to a Supersonic, Megasonic or a Plumb Back.

All Turbosmart universal fit BOVs and BPVs mount via an
easy-to-use V-Band System. We show you how it works.

34
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Step-by-step instructions on how to remove the factory
BPV and fit the Turbosmart Dual Port valve to a 2008 model
Subaru WRX.

Fitting the Turbosmart twin turbo Dual Port kit to a Nissan
R35 GTR is a fairly simple process. We show you how to do
it right.

Turbosmart Evo Dual Port fits EVO 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 as well as the
Ralliart Colt. We demonstrate the fitting procedure on a 2009
Mitsubishi Evo X.

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

BOVS and BPVs - FAQ
Can a Turbosmart Blow Off or Bypass Valve damage my engine?

What’s the best place to install a BOV?

The simple answer is NO. Turbosmart BOVs and BPVs are designed to improve the
performance of your turbocharger system. The benefits of fitting a Turbosmart BOV are
listed below:

To be effective, your BOV will need to be installed along the intercooler/intake piping,
ideally between the throttle body and the intercooler (See diagram below).

Reduced turbo lag
Standard BOV’s are designed to be open at low vacuum levels which aid in reducing emissions. Most standard cars idle between 18 – 21 inHg. This means that when
the engine is between full vacuum and 5 inHg, the valve is open, not allowing the
turbocharger to pressurize the intercooler and piping. When the valve closes, the turbocharger needs to pressurize the intercooler and intercooler piping, before the intake
manifold is pressurized resulting in a delay in boost pressure.
Turbosmart BOVs are designed to be closed earlier to reduce the time it takes to pressurize the intercooler and piping. Our plumb back BPVs will be just open at idle and will
begin to pressurize the intercooler and piping at 15 inHg of vacuum which will result in
a reduction in turbo lag.
All our vent to atmosphere BOVs including the dual port are designed to be completely
closed at idle resulting in intercooler and piping pressurization as soon as the throttle
begins to open. This result is an instant turbo response as the valve is closed even
before the throttle is open.
Due to the spring force required to keep the BOV closed at idle, the response of the
BOV is reduced at low throttle openings which may result in light cavitation from the
turbo charger at low RPM. This level of cavitation is negligible as the turbo speed is
relatively low which means the resulting stresses on the bearings are low.
Vent to atmosphere BOVs can also cause slight over-fueling between gear changes
as a portion of metered air is released from the intake system. This over fueling is not
harmful to the engine as the unburnt fuel will exit the engine as exhaust.

Can Turbosmart BOV improve my boost response?
The following charts show a log graph from our R&D Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution 8
GSR during a practice day at a race track. It compares the boost curve of the engine
and the turbo speed with the standard bypass valve to the boost curve of the engine
and the turbo speed with an EVO Dual Port.
There are performance gains in using the Turbosmart Dual Port even on a standard
vehicle. There are performance gains even on a standard vehicle. There were no other
modifications done to the vehicle during the comparison.

If you are experiencing slight cavitation and over fueling, and this is unwanted,
then most of the same benefits of our VTA BOVs can be had with the plumb back
configurations.
All Turbosmart BOVs (Except the Kompact Plumb Back range) are tunable to suit
different applications and user preferences. Tuning the BOV to suit the users particular
driving style and vehicle modifications can eliminate excessive over fueling and reduce
light cavitation.
Increased sealing and pressure handling capabilities
Most factory turbocharged engines have a bypass valve which is installed to eliminate
cavitation. Most of them are mass made from inferior materials such as injection
molded plastic, pressed sheet metal and unreinforced rubber diaphragms. Some even
have additional pressure ports on the underside so that at certain levels of pressure,
they open to stop the user from increasing the maximum boost level.
All Turbosmart piston-type BOVs including the Kompact and 38mm range are made
from aerospace grade billet alluminium and are machined to very tight tolerances. They
are designed to withstand any boost level and will not vent under any boost conditions.
The Race Port, which is a diaphragm-actuated type BOV, uses a nomex reinforced
flurosilicone diaphragm which has a continuous working pressure rating of over 150
PSI. Both the Race Port and 38mm BOV range feature O-Ring seals on the piston
increasing their sealing capabilities.
Most standard by pass valves have a level of acceptable pressure leak. This results in
the turbocharger needing to work harder to achieve the set amount of boost pressure
as it must over come the leak. From factory, most engines are working the turbochargers harder than what is actually needed.
Turbosmart BOVs are designed to provide excellent sealing of the intake system
resulting in reduced stress on the turbocharger when compared to the standard bypass
valves. They will not leak air pressure regardless of how much boost the turbocharger
is making as there are equalizing pressures on both sides of the piston.
High Flow
All Turbosmart BOVs are designed to maximize flow at their given size. Standard valves
have small and restricted flow paths that might be ok for a standard engine but are
inadequate when increasing the performance of your engine. This can lead to large
cavitation at high turbo speeds which will put extreme stresses on the bearings of the
turbocharger.
The Kompact Range is great as a factory upgrade when you want the durability, response and sealing capabilities of a Turbosmart BOV, without needing a lot more flow
capabilities compared to the standard BOV.
The 38mm range is perfect for medium modifications where much higher boost levels
are used and high power outputs compare to stock are required.
The Race Port is designed to be used in extreme horsepower applications when large
frame turbochargers are used and a high flowing valve BOV is needed to eliminate
cavitation.

As shown on the above graph, boost ramp up is slightly higher with higher boost levels
achieved at lowerRPM. The gradient of the curve is more aggressive, giving better
response from the engine and reduced turbo lag.
The turbo speed graph shows a reduction in deceleration of the turbocharger during
throttle closing which allows for faster acceleration of the turbocharger when the
throttle is re-opened. These performance gains aid in reducing lag and increasing
response from the engine.
These performance gains are due to both the valve being able to flow more air, reducing back pressure acting on the turbo and the piston being closed earlier and quicker
compared to the standard valve, reducing the amount of time required to pressurise
the intercooler and piping.
I’ve installed an atmospheric BOV and now my engine is dipping below normal idle and
stalling.
• Check the vacuum hose for splits, cracks, loose connection, kinking or any obstruction – old or fatigued hose may collapse under vacuum causing an obstruction
• With the engine running remove the vacuum / pressure hose from the nipple in the
cap of the BOV, there should a loud hissing sound. The engine should idle poorly,
double check by covering the end of the hose with your finger. If this does not occur,
the hose could be blocked or crimped. Check the hose and replace if necessary.
If the stalling dipping idle is still occurring…
• Ensure that the vacuum/pressure source is not shared and that the vacuum source is
directly from the inlet manifold
• Check the seal between the adapter and the Race Port – ensure that there is no gap
between the BOV base and the weld flange
• Check the join between the adapter and the intercooler pipe for leaking .
NOTE: Some cars with sensitive Air Flow Meters will not respond well to atmospheric
Blow-Off Valve. Turbosmart recommends fitting a bypass-type BOV like the Plumb
Back. Fitting a bypass-type BOV will eliminate the stalling problem.

Need technical advice?
Turbosmart Tech Forum is open 24/7

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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WASTEGATES - GENERAL

WHAT IS A WASTEGATE

A wastegate is a valve which controls the flow of exhaust gas
from an engine to the turbocharger. By controlling the flow of
exhaust gas to the turbine of the turbocharger, the wastegate
can control the boost pressure provided by the turbocharger
to the engine. The wastegate needs to be correctly sized for
the engine and turbocharger combination to give the end user
adequate control on boost pressure.
There are two types of wastegates: an internal wastegate and
an external wastegate.

How an external wastegate works
An external wastegate is where the wastegate valve and
actuator are mounted externally from the turbocharger on the
exhaust manifold. These are mainly used with larger framed
turbochargers where the dimensions of the turbine housing
do not allow a correctly sized wastegate valve to be installed.
Just like an internal wastegate, the external wastegate has a
valve which is mounted in the flow path of exhaust gas and an
actuator which has springs and sealed chambers.
By controlling the pressure differential between the top and
bottom of the diaphragm, the user can control the movement
of the valve which controls exhaust gas flow to the turbine
and effectively controls boost pressure.

When is an external wastegate needed
Most of the factory turbo systems feature an internal wastegate made to handle stock boost levels. The most common
reason for investing in an external wastegate is fitting an
after-market turbo or better control of the boost and consequently the power output of your engine.
Additionally, most large frame turbochargers are not equipped
with internal wastegate systems.
Most tuners will recommend an external wastegate for any
engine producing 400hp or more, as running high boost
through a factory internal wastegate can overpower the actuator spring, limiting maximum boost level.
Aftermarket external wastegates feature bigger inlet and
outlet ports, higher pressure springs and bigger actuator
diaphragms to effectively control high boost pressure.

What’s so special about Turbosmart Wastegates
Turbosmart wastegates offer superior flow path and high
temperature resistance. They are designed and manufactured
using the latest technologies.
Turbosmart wastegates are market leaders in their sectors,
outperforming and outlasting the competition.

Wastegate Myths
With so many contradicting opinions and recommendations,
it’s a little wonder choosing the right Wastegate for your application can be a confusing.
We try to disspell some myths and shed some light on the
most common misconceptions regarding wastegates.
The more powerful the engine, the bigger the wastegate you need.
This is one of the more popular misconceptions. A wastegate
is possibly the only component in your whole engine package
that can actually be made smaller as you increase your boost/
horsepower output. Use this simple guide:
Big Turbo/Low Boost = Bigger Wastegate
Big Turbo/High Boost = Smaller Wastegate
Small Turbo/High Boost = Smaller Wastegate
Small Turbo/Low Boost = Bigger Wastegate
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Wastegates don’t operate in high temperatures.

Larger wastegate valve diameter = better flow.

Contrary to the popular belief, external wastegates
are usually mounted at the hottest part of the
exhaust. It’s the place where all the exhaust gases
meet, creating extra heat.

While the valve diameter is without a doubt an important part of the flow rate, equally important, but often
misunderstood, is the importance of the flow path.

This, combined with the late combustion of unburnt
fuel (due to rich mixtures, retarded timing and
high octane fuels) significantly raises the exhaust
temperature.

When comparing wastegates with similar valve size,
it is important to have a balanced body/valve/spring
combination that is designed to work together to allow
for maximum boost control. All Turbosmart wastegates
are designed with this in mind.

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

EXTERNAL WASTEGATES

WHERE TO MOUNT YOUR
WASTEGATE
The mounting position of your wastegate is largely
determined by your turbo and manifold setup and may be
constrained by space restrictions in your engine bay.

The following points should be considered when mounting
your wastegate:
1. The weld flanges should be welded to your exhaust system.
The weld flanges should be compatible with Stainless Steel
and Mild steel welding rod material.
2. Secure the wastegate to the weld flanges with the supplied
V-Band clamps. Do not forget to put the valve seat into the
body before mounting the unit on the exhaust manifold.
Tighten the supplied M6 screws to a torque value of 14 Nm
(10 ft/lbs)
3. For best results an attempt should be made, if space
allows, to mount you wastegate at an angle to the exhaust
flow to allow for better flow than a 90 degree mounting. See
the schematic diagrams below for examples of mounting
positions.

ULTRA-GATE 38
38mm External Wastegate

The Ultra-Gate38 provides high-end features and build quality
at an entry-level price. It features our new collared actuator
design which allows for easy spring changes and minimizes
size. Suitable for all turbocharged engines with an external
wastegate system. Flanges suit 1.50” outside diameter pipe.
Kit builder packs available to customer specifications.
Supplied with: 7PSI middle spring (installed in 7PSI model),
7PSI middle+outer springs (installed in 14PSI model), valve
seat, 2 x stainless steel gaskets, mounting bolts, 2 x 1/16
NPT pressure fittings, 2 x 1/16 NPT Blanking plugs and collar
tightening tool.
TS-0506-1102: 7PSI / 0.5 Bar
TS0501-1141: 14PSI / 1.0 Bar

Scan the code with your Smartphone to view this product online 

TS-0501-1101: 7PSI / 0.5 Bar
TS-0501-1140: 14PSI / 1.0 Bar

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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EXTERNAL WASTEGATES

COMP-GATE 40
40mm External Wastegate

Turbosmart’s Comp-Gate40 offers maximum performance in
minimal space. Equipped with a 40mm valve, the CompGate40 has excellent heat handling and flow capabilities and
features Turbosmart’s new collared actuator design which
allows for easy spring changes and minimizes size.
Suitable for all turbocharged engines with an external wastegate turbo system. Flanges suit 1.75” outside diameter pipe.
Inlet flange also fits other 38mm V-band flanges. Kit builder
packs available to customer specifications.
Supplied with: 7PSI middle spring (installed in 7PSI model),
7PSI middle+outer springs (installed in 14PSI model),
valve seat, inlet and outlet weld flanges and V-Band
clamps, 2 x 1/16 NPT pressure fittings, 2 x 1/16 NPT
Blanking plugs and collar tightening tool.

 Scan the code with your Smartphone to view this product online

TS-0505-1006: 7PSI / 0.5 Bar
TS-0505-1010: 14PSI / 1.0 Bar
TS-0505-1005: 7PSI / 0.5 Bar
TS-0505-1009: 14PSI / 1.0 Bar

HYPER-GATE 45
45mm External Wastegate

Turbosmart’s 45mm external wastegate offers class-leading
flow path and temperature resistance in a compact and
lightweight package. Suitable for all turbocharged engines
with an external wastegate turbo system. Suits 1.75” outside
diameter pipe. Fits all popular 44mm flanges.
Kit builder packs available to customer specifications.
Supplied with: 7PSI middle spring (installed in 7PSI model),
7PSI middle+outer springs (installed in 14PSI model), valve
seat, inlet and outlet weld flanges and V-Band clamps, 2 x
1/16 NPT pressure fittings, 2 x 1/16 NPT Blanking
plugs and collar tightening tool.
TS-0506-1002: 7PSI / 0.5 Bar
TS-0506-1041: 14PSI / 1.0 Bar

 Scan the code with your Smartphone to view this product online

TS-0506-1001: 7PSI / 0.5 Bar
TS-0506-1040: 14PSI / 1.0 Bar
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EXTERNAL WASTEGATES

PRO-GATE 50
50mm External Wastegate

A compact body, superior flow path and high temperature
resistance makes the Pro-Gate50 a market leader in its sector.
Shielded diaphragm housing ensures excellent heat handling
capabilities.
Suitable for high performance turbocharged engines with
an external wastegate turbo system. Suits 2.00” outside
diameter pipe.

Scan the code with your Smartphone to view this product online 

7PSI model supplied with a 7PSI inner spring (fitted), 10 psi
middle spring (in box). 14PSI model supplied with a 7PSI
inner+outer (fitted). Both models supplied with inlet
and outlet weld flanges and V-band clamps, valve seat
and 2 x 1/8 NPT vacuum fittings.
TS-0502-1001: 7PSI / 0.5 Bar
TS-0502-1040: 14PSI / 1.0 Bar

TS-0502-1002: 7PSI / 0.5 Bar
TS-0503-1041: 14PSI / 1.0 Bar

POWER-GATE 60
60mm External Wastegate

The biggest wastegate in our range, the Power-Gate60
outperforms all similarly sized wastegates. The shielded diaphragm housing ensures excellent heat handling capabilities.
Suitable for extreme performance turbocharged engines
with an external wastegate turbo system. Suits 2.50” outside
diameter pipe.
7PSI model supplied with a 7PSI inner spring (fitted), 10 psi
middle spring (in box). 14PSI model supplied with a 7PSI
inner+outer (fitted). Both models supplied with inlet and
outlet weld flanges and V-band clamps, valve seat and
2 x 1/8 NPT vacuum fittings.
Scan the code with your Smartphone to view this product online 
TS-0503-1001: 7PSI / 0.5 Bar
TS-0503-1040: 14PSI / 1.0 Bar

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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EXTERNAL WASTEGATES - SPARES and ACCESSORIES

SPRING COMBINATION CHARTS
ULTRA-GATE 38, COMP-GATE 40 and HYPER-GATE 45
			

Desired Boost Pressure
PSI
BAR
KPa

3
5
7
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
26

0.207
0.345
0.483
0.69
0.76
0.827
0.89
0.965
1.03
1.10
1.172
1.31
1.38
1.45
1.517
1.59
1.655
1.793

Brown/Black

3 PSI Inner TS-0505-2001

Brown/Grey

5 PSI Inner TS-0505-2002

7PSI Middle TS-0505-2003

11 PSI Middle TS-0505-2004

10 PSI Outer TS-0505-2005

7 PSI Outer TS-0505-2006

O.D. 29mm Length: 32mm

O.D. 29mm Length: 36mm

O.D. 36.5mm Length: 43mm

O.D. 36.5mm Length: 52mm

O.D. 44mm Length: 68mm

O.D. 44mm Length: 60mm

Brown/Purple

Brown/Red

Brown/Blue

20.68

34.47

48.26

68.95					
75.84

82.74		


89.60

			
96.53
			
103.40

110.00		


117.20		

1131		

 			
138.00

		
145.00			

151.70		

		
159.00

		
165.50

		

179.30



Brown/Pink















PRO-GATE 50 and POWER-GATE 60
			
Desired Boost Pressure
PSI
BAR
KPa
5
7
10
12
14
15
17
19
21
22
24
26
28
29
31
33

0.345
0.483
0.69
0.827
0.965
1.03
1.172
1.31
1.448
1.517
1.655
1.793
1.931
1.999
2.137
2.275

5 PSI Inner TS-0502-2001
Black/Grey

7 PSI Inner TS-0502-2002
Black/White

SPARES and ACCESSORIES
ULTRA-GATE 38
TS-0501-2001
TS-0501-2002
TS-0501-3002
TS-0501-3103
TS-0505-2007
TS-0505-2008
TS-0505-2009
TS-0505-3006
TS-0505-3007
TS-0505-3008
TS-0505-3009

40

10 PSI Middle TS-0502-2004
Black/Blue

14 PSI Middle TS-0502-2005 7 PSI Outer TS-0502-2003 12 PSI Outer TS-0502-2006
Black/Yellow
Black/Purple
Black/Red

O.D. 36.5mm Length: 75mm O.D. 36.5mm Length: 93mm O.D. 49mm Length: 90mm
O.D. 49mm Length: 113mm
O.D. 59mm Length: 85mm
34.47

48.26
			

68.95			

82.74

			

96.53

103.4


117.2


131


144.8
		


151.7
 		


165.5



179.3
 			


193.1
 		


19.99		

 			
21.37
 			

22.75		
 		
 		

WG38 Weld Flanges – Stainless
WG38 Weld Flanges – Mild Steel
WG38 Manifold Gasket, Stainless steel 2-Pack
WG38 Valve seat
1/16 NPT Male - 1/8 NPT Female Fittings
1/16 NPT Male - –3AN Flare Fittings
1/16 NPT Male - –4AN Flare Fittings
WG38/40/45 Diaphragm assembly
74mm Locking collar
74mm Collar tool for WG38/40/45
WG38/40/45 1/16 NPT Vacuum fittings

O.D. 59mm Length: 121mm

HYPER-GATE 45
TS-0504-3001
TS-0504-3002
TS-0504-3003
TS-0504-3004
TS-0504-3005
TS-0505-2007
TS-0505-2008
TS-0505-2009
TS-0505-3006
TS-0505-3007
TS-0505-3008
TS-0505-3009

WG45 Inlet Weld Flange
WG45 Outlet Weld Flange
WG45 Valve seat
WG45 Inlet V-band
WG45 Outlet V-band
1/16 NPT Male - 1/8 NPT Female Fittings
1/16 NPT Male - –3AN Flare Fittings
1/16 NPT Male - –4AN Flare Fittings
WG38/40/45 Diaphragm assembly
74mm Locking collar
74mm Collar tool for WG38/40/45
WG38/40/45 1/16 NPT Vacuum fittings

COMP-GATE 40

PRO-GATE 50 and POWER-GATE 60

TS-0505-3001
TS-0505-3002
TS-0505-3003
TS-0505-3004
TS-0505-3005
TS-0505-2007
TS-0505-2008
TS-0505-2009
TS-0505-3006
TS-0505-3007
TS-0505-3008
TS-0505-3009

TS-0502-3001
TS-0502-3002
TS-0502-3003
TS-0502-3004
TS-0502-3005
TS-0501-3004
TS-0501-3001
TS-0503-3001
TS-0503-3002
TS-0503-3003
TS-0503-3004
TS-0503-3005

WG40 Inlet Weld Flange
WG40 Outlet Weld Flange
WG40 Valve seat
WG40 Inlet V-band
WG40 Outlet V-band
1/16 NPT Male - 1/8 NPT Female Fittings
1/16 NPT Male - –3AN Flare Fittings
1/16 NPT Male - –4AN Flare Fittings
WG38/40/45 Diaphragm assembly
74mm Locking collar
74mm Collar tool for WG38/40/45
WG38/40/45 1/16 NPT Vacuum fittings

TURBOSMART PRODUCT CATALOG 2013





WG50 Inlet Weld Flange
WG50 Outlet Weld Flange
WG50 Valve Seat
WG50 Inlet V-Band Clamp
WG50 Outlet V-Band Clamp
WG50/WG60 Valve Guide O-Ring
WG50/WG60 Diaphragm Replacement
WG60 Inlet Weld Flange
WG60 Outlet Weld Flange
WG60 Valve Seat
WG60 Inlet V-Band Clamp
WG60 Outlet V-Band Clamp

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

EXTERNAL WASTEGATES - TECH
How much boost can I make?
The amount of boost the turbocharger can produce is based on the wastegate flow
capabilities, spring ratings and exhaust backpressure.
The flow capability of the wastegate is an important feature as it determines how much
exhaust gas can be diverted from increasing the turbine speed. If the wastegate cannot
flow enough exhaust gas, then the turbine speed can continue to increase resulting in
higher than desired boost pressure.
The spring ratings determine how much pressure is required to work against the
spring before it allows the valve to begin to open to divert exhaust gas. The stronger
the spring, the higher the pressure needs to be to compress it and open the valve. The
spring rating also works with the flow capabilities of the wastegate. Regardless of the
spring rating in the wastegate, if the wastegate itself cannot flow enough exhaust gas,
boost pressure will still continue to increase.
Exhaust backpressure also plays a part in boost produced. Backpressure exerts a force
on the wastegate valve since the surface area of the valve is in contact with the exhaust
pressure. A wastegate valve will open when the pressure acting on the diaphragm
against the spring AND the pressure acting on the face of the valve are greater than the
spring force. The higher the amount of back pressure for a given boost pressure, the
lower the compressor pressure is before the valve begins to open. High backpressure
can result in lower than desired boost pressures being achieved.
What makes a good external wastegate?
High heat handling capabilities
An external wastegate requires excellent heat handling capabilities as it is mounted
directly on the exhaust manifold. Exhaust gas temperatures can exceed 800 degrees
Celsius. If parts like the diaphragm fail in the external wastegate, pressure will not build
up within the sealed chambers of the actuator which will not overcome the spring force
and open the valve resulting in an uncontrollable increase in boost pressure. Adequate
cooling measures such as good ventilation, correct installation and correct wastegate
sizing are needed to ensure stable boost control.
Turbosmart external wastegates are made from high quality materials which can withstand high stresses and temperatures for prolonged periods of time.
Diaphragm strength
The diaphragm is what seals the top and bottom chamber of the actuator so that
pressure can build up within that chamber to apply a force on the spring and open the
wastegate valve. If the diaphragm cannot withstand the pressure applied or the heat
from the environment, then it can rupture which would mean that pressure could not
build up inside the chamber and that regardless of the compressor pressure, there
would be no force generated to push on the spring and open the wastegate valve
resulting in an uncontrollable increase in boost pressure.
Turbosmart external wastegates feature fluoro silicone diaphragms with nomex reinforcement to withstand high working pressures and high temperature.
Good spring design and range
The springs are important for a wastegate to function properly. Spring rates determine
how much pressure is required to move the valve every millimeter. Between the valve
beginning to lift to the valve being at maximum lift could be a difference of 14 PSI
which can result in boost slowly rising as the engine speed increases because the pressure to continually lift the valve to control pressure is rising.
Having a spring rate which is too low can result in boost dropping off at higher engine
speeds as the exhaust back pressure begins to have a greater effect on the valve causing it to open further than it needs to.
A correct spring rate will result in boost being flat and stable regardless of the engine
speed as the pressure acting on the diaphragm will hold the desired boost pressure
while the spring rate will compensate for the increase in back pressure as the engine
speed increases.

Turbosmart external wastegates are designed using CFD analysis software and further
tested on a flow bench against competitor products to ensure maximum flow and
stable flow characteristics.
Small size and weight
The engine bays of modern cars are fill with more devices and systems which does
not allow a lot of room for after market parts. The size of a wastegate is important as it
needs to be installed in very tight spots next to high temperature parts such as turbines
and manifolds.
A smaller wastegate will be easier to fit into tight spaces and still allow clearance for
other items. Weight also plays a large part as the wastegate needs to be welded onto
the exhaust manifold.
Having a heavy part welded onto the exhaust manifold can result in crack manifolds
as having a large weight applying a force onto the welds of the manifold at elevated
temperatures will put stresses on the manifold.
Turbosmart external wastegates are smaller and lighter than all equivalent competitor
products.
Ease of adjustability
Spring changes can be important when trying to maximize traction in a certain condition as the springs control the base boost pressure. Being able to change the spring
quickly between race sessions can be the difference between winning and losing. The
user must have easy access to the springs of the external wastegate so that they can
make fine adjustments at the race track to maximize traction.
Turbosmart external wastegates feature a wide variety of springs. The 38, 40 and
45mm wastegates have a range of springs between 3 – 26 PSI and the actuator features a collar locking system which allows for fast and reliable spring changes. The 50
and 60mm wastegates have a range of springs between 3 – 33 PSI.
External wastegate sizing
Wastegate sizing is based on many factors. The general misconception is that the more
horsepower an engine makes, the bigger the wastegate needs to be. The wastegate size
required is based on a combination of the following things:
• Type of engine
• Target horsepower
• Desired base boost pressure
• Engine size
• Maximum engine speed
• Turbocharger size
• A/R of turbine housing
• Level of engine modifications
• Engine changes in the future
For example a 2L, 4 cylinder drag racing engine aiming to make 800hp would need
a large amount of boost and airflow from a large frame turbocharger. The amount
of exhaust gas from a 2L engine is fairly small which would mean that to power the
turbine to the correct speed, most of the exhaust gases would need to go through the
turbine rather than being diverted. This would mean that a smaller wastegate is require
as it will not need to by pass a lot of exhaust gas.
If the same turbo was mounted to a 6L, V8 engine with the same target Hp, a large
wastegate would be needed as the amount of boost pressure from the turbocharger
require to make the target Hp would not be as high. A lower boost pressure would
mean that the turbocharger would not require as much exhaust gas from the large
engine and therefore the wastegate would need to divert a lot of exhaust gas to keep
boost levels steady.
Level of modifications to an engine can also influence its ability to drive a turbocharger.
Camshaft changes, head porting, capacity increases, higher redline etc change the flow
characteristics of an engine and therefore affect exhaust flow rates.

Turbosmart external wastegates feature springs that are made from high quality stainless steel wire, are designed to minimize material stresses and shot peened to ensure
long and stable working life and have an optimized spring rate to ensure stable boost
control.
High and stable flow characteristics
The flow characteristics of an external wastegate are important to boost control. For its
given size, the body must be able to flow as much exhaust gas as possible. This will
allow the user to use the smallest and lightest wastegate possible for the task rather
than going to a larger wastegate for additional flow.
The flow of exhaust gas through the body must also increase linearly as the valve lifts
to ensure stable control of exhaust gases. If a wastegate flow path is not optimized, it
could result in a dip in boost as the valve begins to open as the wastegate dumps too
much exhaust gas, slowing down the turbine.

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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INTERNAL WASTEGATES

WHAT IS AN INTERNAL
WASTEGATE?

Pressure Only Signal
Spring (rated to a specific pressure)

An internal wastegate has the wastegate valve is built into
the turbine housing. The wastegate valve is controlled by an
actuator which consists of a spring and a sealed chamber.
The sealed chamber of the actuator is connected to a pressure only source normally on the compressor cover of the
turbocharger.

Clevis connected to wastegate valve

How does an Internal Wastegate work?
The actuator of the internal wastegate is connected to a pressure only source which means that whatever the pressure is
within the pressure side of the turbocharger compressor, the
sealed chamber is also at the same pressure.
As the pressure of the air being compressed by the turbocharger increases, the pressure within the sealed chamber of
the actuator increases which applies a force on the spring.
When the pressure is high enough to overcome the spring
force, the wastegate valve begins to open, diverting exhaust
gas around the turbine, allowing it to maintain its speed.

Sealed Chamber

If the pressure drops, then the spring pushes the valve shut
and allows the turbine to build up speed. If the pressure
increases, then the valve will open further, bypassing more
exhaust gas to try to maintain the desired pressure.

Wastegate
Valve

What makes a good internal wastegate?
Heat handling capabilities – The internal wastegate is
mounted in close proximity of the turbocharger which in most
cases would have poor air circulation. The actuator must be
made of the correct materials to ensure that it functions under
any conditions.
Turbosmart internal wastegate actuators are made from high
quality materials which can withstand high stresses and
temperatures for prolonged periods of time.
Diaphragm strength – The diaphragm is what seals the
top chamber of the actuator so that pressure can build up
within that chamber to apply a force on the spring and open
the wastegate valve. If the diaphragm cannot withstand the
pressure applied or the heat from the environment, then it
can rupture which would mean that pressure could not build
up inside the chamber and that regardless of the compressor
pressure, there would be no force generated to push on the
spring and open the wastegate valve resulting in an uncontrollable increase in boost pressure.
Turbosmart internal wastegate actuators feature fluoro
silicone diaphragms with nomex reinforcement to withstand
high working pressures and high temperature.
Adjustability – An internal wastegate must be tuned for the
specific boost pressure that is needed. Based on target boost
pressures and exhaust back pressure, the correct spring
needs to be chosen to achieve the desired boost pressure.
Having a spring combination that is close to the desired boost
pressure will result in a reduction in turbocharger spool up
time and better control of pressure at higher engine speeds.

Internal
Wastegate
Actuator

Actuator Rod

Turbosmart internal wastegate actuators feature a wide
variety of springs between 3 – 26 PSI and also feature
a collar locking system which allows for fast and reliable spring changes.
Choosing the right spring
The springs that are installed in either an internal or
external wastegate should be rated to the lowest boost
pressure desired. The lowest boost level achieved cannot be lower than the spring rating as the spring only
begins to allow the valve to open at the pressure rating
of the spring.

influence the valve more as the only force trying to
close it is the spring force.
If the spring is too soft, even with no pressure signal
to the actuator, the valve will open if there is enough
exhaust back pressure, which will limit the amount of
boost produced by the turbocharger.
Turbosmart Internal Wastegate Actuator provides better turbo
response and greater sensitivity when managing boost pressures.

With a boost controller installed, a general rule of
thumb is that the maximum boost level that can be
achieved safely is double what the spring is rated to.
If your target boost pressure is 20 PSI, a minimum
spring rating of 10 PSI is recommended. This gives
the wastegate more control over the exhaust gas. If
the spring rating is too low, as boost levels climb and
exhaust flow rates increase, the flow of exhaust can

Suits: Dodge Ram 5.9L Diesel 2000-04 auto and 2004 manual

DODGE RAM 5.9L DIESEL
Internal Wastegate Actuator
TS-0626-1262: 26 PSI / 1.8 Bar
 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online
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INTERNAL WASTEGATES

UNIVERSAL

Internal Wastegate Actuator
 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

TS-0681-5072: 10 PSI/0.7 Bar
TS-0681-5142: 14PSI/1 Bar

GARRETT GT2860RS
Internal Wastegate Actuator
TS-0615-1072: 7PSI/0.5 Bar
 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

FORD XR6T

Internal Wastegate Actuator
 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

Suits: Subaru WRX STi (2.5L) 2008-current (VF48 turbo),
Subaru WRX (2.5L) 2009 - current (VF52 turbo)

TS-0622-1072: 7PSI / 0.5 Bar
TS-0622-1122: 12PSI / 0.8 Bar

SUBARU WRX STI
Internal Wastegate Actuator
TS-0605-1072: 7 PSI / 0.5 Bar
 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

Suits: Subaru WRX 2008 (TD04 turbo)
see above for other WRX applications

SUBARU WRX

Internal Wastegate Actuator
TS-0605-2052: 5 PSI / 0.35 Bar
 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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INTERNAL WASTEGATES

MITSUBISHI EVO 6-8
Internal Wastegate Actuator
TS-0601-1102: 10 PSI/0.7 Bar
TS-0601-1142: 14 PSI/1.0 Bar
TS-0601-1182: 18 PSI/1.2 Bar
TS-0601-1222: 22 PSI/1.5 Bar
TS-0601-1262: 26 PSI/1.8 Bar

 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

MITSUBISHI EVO 9
Internal Wastegate Actuator
TS-0601-2102: 10 PSI/0.7 Bar
TS-0601-2142: 14 PSI/1.0 Bar
TS-0601-2182: 18 PSI/1.2 Bar
TS-0601-2222: 22 PSI/1.5 Bar
TS-0601-2262: 26 PSI/1.8 Bar

 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

MITSUBISHI EVO 10
Internal Wastegate Actuator
TS-0601-3102: 10 PSI/0.7 Bar
TS-0601-3142: 14 PSI/1.0 Bar
TS-0601-3182: 18 PSI/1.2 Bar
TS-0601-3222: 22 PSI/1.5 Bar
TS-0601-3262: 26 PSI/1.8 Bar

 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

NISSAN R35 GTR

Twin Internal Wastegate Actuator Kit
TS-0615-2072: 7PSI/0.5 Bar
 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online
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INTERNAL WASTEGATES
Suits: Porsche 993 911 Turbo 1995-98

PORSCHE 993 TURBO
Internal Wastegate Actuator
TS-0624-1072: 7PSI / 0.5 Bar
 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

Suits: Porsche 996 911 GT2 2000-06

PORSCHE 996 GT2
Internal Wastegate Actuator
TS-0624-2072: 7PSI / 0.5 Bar
 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

Suits: Porsche 996 911 Turbo 2000-05

PORSCHE 996 TURBO
Internal Wastegate Actuator
TS-0624-3072: 7 PSI/0.5 Bar
 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

Suits: All Mazdaspeed (MPS)
3, 6 and CX-7 models.

MAZDASPEED (MPS)
Internal Wastegate Actuator
TS-0610-1072: 7 PSI/0.5 Bar
 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

Suits: 2003 Mazda Protege

MAZDA PROTEGE
Internal Wastegate Actuator
TS-0610-2072: 7 PSI/0.5 Bar
 Scan the code
with your Smartphone to view this
product online

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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INTERNAL WASTEGATES - APPLICATION GUIDE
MAKE
MODEL
YEAR
CHASSIS CODE
ENGINE CODE
						
Mitsubishi

Lancer Evolution VI GSR

1999 - 2001

STANDARD
ACTUATOR RATING

IWG75
PART NUMBER

IWG75
PRESSURE RATING

TD05HR-16G6-10.5T

16 PSI

10 PSI

TS-0601-1102

10 PSI

Lancer Evolution VI RS				

TD05HRA-16G6-10.5T

16 PSI

10 PSI

TS-0601-1102

10 PSI

		

Lancer Evolution VI TME GSR				

TD05RA-15GK2-10.5T

19 PSI

10 PSI

TS-0601-1102

10 PSI

		

Lancer Evolution VI TME RS				

TD05HRA-16G6-10.5T

19 PSI

10 PSI

TS-0601-1102

10 PSI

		

Lancer Evolution VII GSR

TD05HR-16G6-9.8T

18 PSI

10 PSI

TS-0601-1102

10 PSI

		

Lancer Evolution VII RS				

TD05HRA-16G6-9.8T

18 PSI

10 PSI

TS-0601-1102

10 PSI

		

Lancer Evolution VII GTA				

TD05-15GK2-9.0T

18 PSI

10 PSI

TS-0601-1102

10 PSI

		

Lancer Evolution VIII GSR

TD05HR-16G6-9.8T

18 PSI

10 PSI

TS-0601-1102

10 PSI

		

Lancer Evolution VIII RS				

TD05HRA-16G6-9.8T

18 PSI

10 PSI

TS-0601-1102

10 PSI

		

Lancer Evolution VIII MR				

TD05HR-16G6-10.5T

18 PSI

10 PSI

TS-0601-1102

10 PSI

		

Lancer Evolution IX

2005 - 2008

CT9A

4G63

TD05HRA-16G6C-10.5T

18 PSI

10 PSI

TS-0601-2102

10 PSI

		

Lancer Evolution X

2007 -

CZ4A

4B11T

TD05HA-152G6-12T

22 PSI

13 PSI

TS-0601-3102

10 PSI

2003 - 2005

4G63

STANDARD
BOOST

		

2001 - 2003

CP9A

STANDARD
TURBO

CT9A

4G63

CT9A

4G63

									
Mazdaspeed/MPS 3, Axela

2007 - 2009

BK

2.3L MZR

K0422-882

15 PSI

7 PSI

TS-0610-1072

7 PSI

		

Mazda

Mazdaspeed/MPS 3, Axela

2010 -

BL

2.3L MZR

K0422-882

15 PSI

7 PSI

TS-0610-1072

7 PSI

		

Mazdaspeed/MPS 6, Atenza

2005 - 2007

GG

2.3L MZR

K0422-882

15 PSI

7 PSI

TS-0610-1072

7 PSI

		

CX7

2007 - 2009		

2.3L MZR

K0422-582

15 PSI

7 PSI

TS-0610-1072

7 PSI

		

CX7

2010 - 		

2.3L MZR

K0422-582

15 PSI

7 PSI

TS-0610-1072

7 PSI

		

Protégé

2003

FS-DET

GT25/54r

7 PSI

3 PSI

TS-0610-2072

7 PSI

BJ

									
Impreza WRX STI

2008 - 2012

GR/GV

EJ257

VF48

18 PSI

6 PSI

TS-0605-1072

7 PSI

		

Subaru

Impreza WRX

2008

GE/GH

EJ255

TD04

12 PSI

3 PSI

TS-0605-2052

5 PSI

		

Impreza WRX

2009 +

GE/GH

EJ255

VF52

14 PSI

6 PSI

TS-0605-1072

7 PSI

										
Nissan

GTR R35

2008 +

R35

VR38DETT

IHI F5514411-JF10A / JF20A

18 PSI

4 PSI

TS-0615-2072

7 PSI

									
2002 - 2005

BA

Bara 245T

Garrett GT35/40r

5 PSI

3 PSI

TS-0622-1072

7 PSI

			

2005 - 2008

BF

Bara 270T

Garrett GT35/40r

5 PSI

3 PSI

TS-0622-1072

7 PSI

			

2008 -

FG

Bara 270T FG

Garrett GT35/82r

7 PSI

3 PSI

TS-0622-1072

7 PSI

Ford

Falcon XR6 / G6E / Typhoon

									
911 Turbo

1995 - 1998

993

3.6L H6			

7 PSI

TS-0624-1072

7 PSI

		

Porsche

911 GT2

2000 - 2005

996

3.6L H6			

7 PSI

TS-0624-2072

7 PSI

		

911 Turbo

2000 - 2005

996

3.6L H6			

7 PSI

TS-0624-3072

7 PSI

TS-0625-1072

7 PSI

									
Garrett

GT2860RS						

7 PSI

									
Dodge
		

Ram 5.9L Turbo Diesel - Manual

2003 - 2004		

ISB CR 5.9

Holset HY35W

20 - 23 PSI

18psi

TS-0626-2262

26 PSI

Ram 5.9L Turbo Diesel - Auto

2000 - 2004		

ISB CR 5.9

Holset HY35W

21 - 23 PSI

18psi

TS-0626-2262

26 PSI

TS-0681-1072

7 PSI

									
Universal

150mm Rod length						

7 PSI

ACCESSORIES
PRODUCT

PART NUMBER

IWG75 6.3mm (0.25”) Clevis

TS-0600-3001

IWG75 8.2mm (0.32”) Clevis

TS-0600-3002

IWG75 Clevis with 8mm (0.31”) Pin and E-Clip

TS-0600-3003

IWG Replacement Diaphragm

TS-0600-2001

SPRING COMBINATION CHART
			

Desired Boost Pressure
PSI
BAR
KPa

3
5
7
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
24
26

46

0.207
0.345
0.483
0.69
0.76
0.827
0.89
0.965
1.03
1.10
1.172
1.31
1.38
1.45
1.517
1.59
1.655
1.793

Brown/Black

Brown/Grey

5 PSI Inner TS-0505-2002

7PSI Middle TS-0505-2003

11 PSI Middle TS-0505-2004

10 PSI Outer TS-0505-2005

7 PSI Outer TS-0505-2006

O.D. 29mm Length: 32mm

3 PSI Inner TS-0505-2001

O.D. 29mm Length: 36mm

O.D. 36.5mm Length: 43mm

O.D. 36.5mm Length: 52mm

O.D. 44mm Length: 68mm

O.D. 44mm Length: 60mm

Brown/Purple

Brown/Red

Brown/Blue

20.68

34.47

48.26

68.95					
75.84

82.74		


89.60

			
96.53

103.40

110.00		


117.20		

1131		

 			
138.00


145.00			

151.70		


159.00


165.50

		

179.30
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INTERNAL WASTEGATES FAQ
What are the benefits of fitting a Turbosmart IWG?

How do achieve my target boost pressure with a Turbosmart internal wastegate?

The Turbosmart IWG75 has a larger actuator to valve ratio compared to standard actuators,
giving them better control over the boost curve and are less affected by high back pressure
resulting in a flatter boost curve. The IWG75 also has the benefit of being adjustable with a
variety of springs available. The materials used in the construction of the IWG75 can handle
higher boost levels and more heat compared to standard actuators.

There are various factors involved in achieving your target boost pressure including:
1. The size of the spring fitted in your wastegate actuator i.e. the boost pressure achieved by
the wastegate actuator spring only.

How much can I increase my boost by with a Turbosmart IWG?
The IWG75 shares the same springs as our small wastegate range. This gives the user the
ability to set a base pressure between 3 - 26 PSI. The springs have a higher spring rate
compared to most OEM actuators which makes them less susceptible to waste gate creep at
lower RPM, and boost drop off at high RPM. An actuator with these features will also ensure
that a boost controller has the ability to increase the boost pressure over the base spring
pressure by a greater margin than an OEM unit.
Will a Turbosmart IWG work with my boost controller?
The IWG75 will work with most OEM and aftermarket boost control systems.
Can I use a Turbosmart IWG on my turbo diesel?
Turbo diesel engines with greatly benefit from the installation of a IWG75. The tunable spring
combinations, higher springs rates and larger actuator to valve ratio can reduce turbo lag and
hold boost at higher RPM resulting in better mid range torque and high end power gains. One
thing to note however for diesel applications is that the actuator is operated by pressure not
vacuum. The IWG75 is designed to be operated by pressure only.

2. The desired level of boost pressure and the difference between this and your wastegate
spring pressure.
3. The size of your turbocharger and wastegate and the resulting exhaust manifold backpressure in your system.
We recommend the ideal setup for achieving your target boost pressure is to use the wastegate actuator in conjunction with a Turbosmart e-Boost controller.
How do I set my wastegate actuator pressure?
A stiffer spring should only be used when necessary. The wastegate actuator allows for
different combinations of spring pressures. All springs that are adaptable with the wastegate
actuator are shown in the table below. The tuner can use combinations of up to 3 springs to
achieve the following base boost pressures. To aid in the identification of these springs they
are supplied colour coded.
If this colour coding is not clear please use the dimensions in the following table to identify
the spring. Please see the following detailed instructions on setting your wastegate actuator
spring pressure. The springs chosen should be rated to the lowest boost level desired.

I’ve installed an IWG75 and it makes more boost than what the spring is rated to, why is this?
Standard engines can sometimes have very restrictive parts fitted from factory. As more
after market parts are fitted, the boost level can sometimes increase due to the efficiency of
the turbo system increasing. Larger engines with small turbochargers can see a significant
increase in boost when modifying the engine.
Modifications to the standard actuator valve and turbine are sometimes needed to increase
the flow of the wastegate to control the amount of boost produced.
How do I change a spring in my Internal Wastegate Actuator?
How do I fit a Turbosmart Internal Wastegate to my turbocharger?
Model Specific: Depending on the kit purchased, the IWG75 will either be provided with a
replacement bracket or simply bolt straight onto the OEM bracket. Use the supplied M6 nuts
and spring washers to secure the IWG75 to the bracket.

We recommend adjusting your boost controller back to its minimum setting and measuring
the new minimum boost pressure achieved by the new spring, before increasing your boost
pressure again.
A press or clamping device must be used when removing or installing the collar as clamping
the cap down removes the load off the collar from the diaphragm and allows the collar to be
removed.
1. If the engine has been running, allow it to cool down before removing the actuator from
its bracket.
2. Use and press or a vice to clamp down the cap to the body and remove collar.
3. Remove the actuator from the clamping device carefully as the cap is under spring load.
4. Remove cap, diaphragm and upper spring support with rod.
5. Change the springs making sure they sit in the right grooves in the lower spring support

When installing the clevis of the IWG75 onto the wastegate valve arm, make sure that there
is 2mm of preload. Then use compressed air (the amount of air pressure applied should be
slightly higher than what the IWG75 spring is rated to) to pressurise the IWG75 so that the
clevis can be hooked onto the wastegate valve arm easily.
When installing the clevis of the IWG75 onto the wastegate valve arm, make sure that

6. Reassemble in reverse order. Ensure that the diaphragm is installed in the centre of the
upper spring support and when installing the cap, make sure that the cap and diaphragm
are centred and that the locating notches on the cap match the cutouts in the lower housing.
When installing the clevis, make sure that there is 2mm worth of preload.
WARNING: Fitting a heavier wastegate actuator spring may cause a higher than expected
increase in boost pressure.

there is 2mm of preload. This will keep the valve closed tight, allowing better boost response
and it will stop the diaphragm from rubbing on the base of the actuator cap.
Then use compressed air (the amount of air pressure applied should be slightly higher than
what the IWG75 spring is rated to) to pressurise the IWG75 so that the clevis can be hooked
onto the wastegate valve arm easily.
Remember to reinstall the standard R-Clip or circlip to secure the clevis to the wastegate
valve arm. Then tighten the rod nut to secure the clevis onto the rod.
Universal: If you have a custom application, you will need to either modify the existing bracket
for the standard internal wastegate actuator or fabricate a bracket. The hole spacing between
the mounting screws is 34mm.
The fabricated bracket should be made from an appropriate material such as steel or stainless steel that can handle high temperature and withstand high spring forces. It is also vital to
have the actuator mounted in the same plane as the wastegate valve arm , so that when the
rod is moving, it is not changing angle and causing the actuator to bind.
The Rod in the Universal IWG75 uses a 1/4” UNF thread which can be used with a variety of
different clevises to fix the end of the rod to the wastegate valve.

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com
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SILICONE HOSES and CLAMPS

WHY UPGRADE TO SILICONE?

It is a well-proven fact that silicone hoses are stronger, tougher and more flexible
than ordinary rubber hoses.
Look under the bonnet of any serious race car and you will find all the rubber hoses have been replaced with silicone products. Racers and performance
enthusiasts world-wide rely on the strength and flexibility of silicone hoses to help
them win races.
Turbosmart Silicone Hoses are manufactured from a high-grade silicone and offer
superior temperature resistance which makes them ideal for cooling/heating and
charged-air applications. They will last longer, perform better and will not deform
under extreme conditions.
An inexpensive and practical performance modification for all types of vehicles.
All Turbosmart Silicone Hoses are pressure rated to 220psi and are available in a
wide range of styles and diameters.
All Silicone Hoses are available in Blue (Part Number ending with BE) and in Black
(Part Number ending with BK).
Turbosmart Silicone Hose range is supported with a comprehensive line-up of accessories. We aim to cover all the most popular items in our range, however, if the
part you’re looking for is not listed below, please let us know.
Scan the code with
your Smartphone to
see this product on
our website 

STAINLESS STEEL CONSTANT TENSION CLAMPS

MURRAY CLAMPS

A world leader in specialty clamps, Murray Corporation has joined forces with
Turbosmart to supply the performance market with their unique Turbo Seal Series
Specialty Worm Drive Clamps.
A constant tension stainless steel worm gear clamp designed to compensate for
the effects of thermal cycling and/or compression set of hose.
Turbo Seal’s convoluted spring action outer-band solves this problem and features
a unique inner band profile to provide superior sealing pressure via its two raised
ribs and the chamfered edges eliminate damage to the hose when tightened.
Murray’s unique “Dual Bead Shield” concentrates band sealing pressure, increasing performance up to 30% compared to standard smooth liners. Flanged edges
protect soft hose compounds.
All the above features make the Turbo Seal Series clamps ideal for all charged air
applications.

DIAMETER		

PART NUMBER

1.125-1.500” (28-38mm)

TS-HCT-M033

1.375-1.875” (35-48mm)

TS-HCT-M042

1.625-2.375” (41-60mm)

TS-HCT-M050

1.970-2.875” (50-73mm)

TS-HCT-M062

2.500-3.375” (64-86mm)

TS-HCT-M075

2.750-3.625” (70-92mm)

TS-HCT-M081

3.500-4.375” (89-111mm)

TS-HCT-M100

SPRING CLAMPS
DIAMETER		

PART NUMBER

0.12”

(3mm)

TS-HCS-003

0.20”

(5mm)

TS-HCS-005

0.24”

(6mm)

TS-HCS-006

HOSE BLANK OFFS (INDIVIDUAL)
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DIAMETER		

PART NUMBER

0.75”

(19mm)

TS-0205-2012

1.00”

(25mm)

TS-0205-2013

1.14”

(29mm)

TS-0205-2014

1.26”

(32mm)

TS-0205-2015

1.34”

(34mm)

TS-0205-2016

1.50”

(38mm)

TS-0205-2017

FOR MORE FACTS, FIGURES, TECH TIPS, DIY VIDEOS AND FAQs go to www.TURBOSMARTONLINE.com

SILICONE HOSES and CLAMPS
45 DEGREE ELBOWS
DIAMETER
0.75” (19mm) BLUE
0.75” (19mm) BLACK
1.00” (25mm) BLUE
1.00” (25mm) BLACK
1.25” (32mm) BLUE
1.25” (32mm) BLACK
1.50” (38mm) BLUE
1.50” (38mm) BLACK
1.75” (45mm) BLUE
1.75” (45mm) BLACK
2.00” (50mm) BLUE
2.00” (50mm) BLACK
2.25” (57mm) BLUE
2.25” (57mm) BLACK
2.50” (63mm) BLUE
2.50” (63mm) BLACK
2.75” (70mm) BLUE
2.75” (70mm) BLACK
3.00” (76mm) BLUE
3.00” (76mm) BLACK
3.50” (89mm) BLUE
3.50” (89mm) BLACK
4.00” (102mm) BLUE
4.00” (102mm) BLACK

PART NUMBER
TS-HE45075-BE
TS-HE45075-BK
TS-HE45100-BE
TS-HE45100-BK
TS-HE45125-BE
TS-HE45125-BK
TS-HE45150-BE
TS-HE45150-BK
TS-HE45175-BE
TS-HE45175-BK
TS-HE45200-BE
TS-HE45200-BK
TS-HE45225-BE
TS-HE45225-BK
TS-HE45250-BE
TS-HE45250-BK
TS-HE45275-BE
TS-HE45275-BK
TS-HE45300-BE
TS-HE45300-BK
TS-HE45350-BE
TS-HE45350-BK
TS-HE45400-BE
TS-HE45400-BK

45 DEGREE ELBOW REDUCERS
DIAMETER
PART NUMBER
2.25-2.50” (57-63mm) BLUE
TS-HRE42225-BE
2.25-2.50” (57-63mm) BLACK TS-HRE42225-BK

90 DEGREE ELBOWS
DIAMETER
1.00” (25mm) BLUE
1.00” (25mm) BLACK
1.25” (32mm) BLUE
1.25” (32mm) BLACK
1.50” (38mm) BLUE
1.50” (38mm) BLACK
1.75” (45mm) BLUE
1.75” (45mm) BLACK
2.00” (50mm) BLUE
2.00” (50mm) BLACK
2.25” (57mm) BLUE
2.25” (57mm) BLACK
2.50” (63mm) BLUE
2.50” (63mm) BLACK
2.75” (70mm) BLUE
2.75” (70mm) BLACK
3.00” (76mm) BLUE
3.00” (76mm) BLACK
3.50” (89mm) BLUE
3.50” (89mm) BLACK
4.00” (102mm) BLUE
4.00” (102mm) BLACK

PART NUMBER
TS-HE90100-BE
TS-HE90100-BK
TS-HE90125-BE
TS-HE90125-BK
TS-HE90150-BE
TS-HE90150-BK
TS-HE90175-BE
TS-HE90175-BK
TS-HE90200-BE
TS-HE90200-BK
TS-HE90225-BE
TS-HE90225-BK
TS-HE90250-BE
TS-HE90250-BK
TS-HE90275-BE
TS-HE90275-BK
TS-HE90300-BE
TS-HE90300-BK
TS-HE90350-BE
TS-HE90350-BK
TS-HE90400-BE
TS-HE90400-BK

90 DEGREE ELBOW REDUCERS
DIAMETER
2.00-2.50” (50-63mm) BLUE
2.00-2.50” (50-63mm) BLACK
2.50-3.00” (63-76mm) BLUE
2.55-3.00” (63-76mm) BLACK

PART NUMBER
TS-HRE902025-BE
TS-HRE902025-BK
TS-HRE902530-BE
TS-HRE902530-BK

REINFORCED HUMP HOSES
DIAMETER
2.00” (50mm) BLUE
2.00” (50mm) BLACK
2.25” (57mm) BLUE
2.25” (57mm) BLACK
2.50” (63mm) BLUE
2.50” (63mm) BLACK
2.75” (70mm) BLUE
2.75” (70mm) BLACK
3.00” (76mm) BLUE
3.00” (76mm) BLACK
3.50” (89mm) BLUE
3.50” (89mm) BLACK
4.00” (102mm) BLUE
4.00” (102mm) BLACK

PART NUMBER
TS-HH200-BE
TS-HH200-BK
TS-HH225-BE
TS-HH225-BK
TS-HH250-BE
TS-HH250-BK
TS-HH275-BE
TS-HH275-BK
TS-HH300-BE
TS-HH300-BK
TS-HH350-BE
TS-HH350-BK
TS-HH400-BE
TS-HH400-BK

STRAIGHT HOSES
PRE-CUT (2 ¾”)

DIAMETER
1.00” x 2 3/8” (25mm x 60mm) BLUE
1.00” x 2 3/8” (25mm x 60mm) BLACK
1.10” x 2 3/8” (28mm x 60mm) BLUE
1.10” x 2 3/8” (28mm x 60mm) BLACK
1.25” x 2 3/8” (32mm x 60mm) BLUE
1.25” x 2 3/8” (32mm x 60mm) BLACK
1.50” x 2 3/8” (38mm x 60mm) BLUE
1.50” x 2 3/8” (38mm x 60mm) BLACK
1.75” x 2 3/8” (45mm x 60mm) BLUE
1.75” x 2 3/8” (45mm x 60mm) BLACK
2.00” x 3.00” (50mm x 75mm) BLUE
2.00” x 3.00” (50mm x 75mm) BLACK
2.25” x 3.00” (57mm x 75mm) BLUE
2.25” x 3.00” (57mm x 75mm) BLACK
2.50” x 3.00” (63mm x 75mm) BLUE
2.50” x 3.00” (63mm x 75mm) BLACK
2.75” x 3.00” (70mm x 75mm) BLUE
2.75” x 3.00” (70mm x 75mm) BLACK
3.00” x 3.00” (75mm x 75mm) BLUE
3.00” x 3.00” (75mm x 75mm) BLACK
3.25” x 3.50” (83mm x 90mm) BLUE
3.25” x 3.50” (83mm x 90mm) BLACK
3.50” x 3.50” (89mm x 90mm) BLUE
3.50” x 3.50” (89mm x 90mm) BLACK
3.75” x 3.50” (95mm x 90mm) BLUE
3.75” x 3.50” (95mm x 90mm) BLACK
4.00” x 3.50” (102mm x 90mm) BLUE
4.00” x 3.50” (102mm x 90mm) BLACK

PART NUMBER
TS-HS100060-BE
TS-HS100060-BK
TS-HS110060-BE
TS-HS110060-BK
TS-HS125060-BE
TS-HS125060-BK
TS-HS150060-BE
TS-HS150060-BK
TS-HS175060-BE
TS-HS175060-BK
TS-HS200075-BE
TS-HS200075-BK
TS-HS225075-BE
TS-HS225075-BK
TS-HS250075-BE
TS-HS250075-BK
TS-HS275075-BE
TS-HS275075-BK
TS-HS300075-BE
TS-HS300075-BK
TS-HS325090-BE
TS-HS325090-BK
TS-HS350090-BE
TS-HS350090-BK
TS-HS375090-BE
TS-HS375090-BK
TS-HS400090-BE
TS-HS400090-BK

STRAIGHT HOSES
FULL LENGTHS (2 FOOT)

DIAMETER
1.00” x 3.00’ (25mm x 610mm) BLUE
1.00” x 3.00’ (25mm x 610mm) BLACK
1.10” x 3.00’ (28mm x 610mm) BLUE
1.10” x 3.00’ (28mm x 610mm) BLACK
1.25” x 3.00’ (32mm x 610mm) BLUE
1.25” x 3.00’ (32mm x 610mm) BLACK
1.50” x 3.00’ (38mm x 610mm) BLUE
1.50” x 3.00’ (38mm x 610mm) BLACK
1.75” x 3.00’ (45mm x 610mm) BLUE
1.75” x 3.00’ (45mm x 610mm) BLACK
2.00” x 3.00’ (50mm x 610mm) BLUE
2.00” x 3.00’ (50mm x 610mm) BLACK
2.25” x 3.00’ (57mm x 610mm) BLUE
2.25” x 3.00’ (57mm x 610mm) BLACK
2.50” x 3.00’ (63mm x 610mm) BLUE
2.50” x 3.00’ (63mm x 610mm) BLACK
2.75” x 3.00’ (70mm x 610mm) BLUE
2.75” x 3.00’ (70mm x 610mm) BLACK
3.00” x 3.00’ (76mm x 610mm) BLUE
3.00” x 3.00’ (76mm x 610mm) BLACK
3.25” x 3.00’ (83mm x 610mm) BLUE
3.25” x 3.00’ (83mm x 610mm) BLACK
3.50” x 3.00’ (89mm x 610mm) BLUE
3.50” x 3.00’ (89mm x 610mm) BLACK
3.75” x 3.00’ (95mm x 610mm) BLUE
3.75” x 3.00’ (95mm x 610mm) BLACK
4.00” x 3.00’ (102mm x 610mm) BLUE
4.00” x 3.00’ (102mm x 610mm) BLACK

PART NUMBER
TS-HS100610-BE
TS-HS100610-BK
TS-HS110610-BE
TS-HS110610-BK
TS-HS125610-BE
TS-HS125610-BK
TS-HS150610-BE
TS-HS150610-BK
TS-HS175610-BE
TS-HS175610-BK
TS-HS200610-BE
TS-HS200610-BK
TS-HS225610-BE
TS-HS225610-BK
TS-HS250610-BE
TS-HS250610-BK
TS-HS275610-BE
TS-HS275610-BK
TS-HS300610-BE
TS-HS300610-BK
TS-HS325610-BE
TS-HS325610-BK
TS-HS350610-BE
TS-HS350610-BK
TS-HS375610-BE
TS-HS375610-BK
TS-HS400610-BE
TS-HS400610-BK

REDUCERS
DIAMETER
1.25” - 1.75” BLUE
1.25” - 1.75” BLACK
1.50” - 1.75” BLUE
1.50” - 1.75” BLACK
1.50” - 2.00” BLUE
1.50” - 2.00” BLACK
1.75” - 2.00” BLUE
1.75” - 2.00” BLACK
1.75” - 2.25” BLUE
1.75” - 2.25” BLACK
1.75” - 3.00” BLUE
1.75” - 3.00” BLACK
2.00” - 2.25” BLUE
2.00” - 2.25” BLACK
2.00” - 2.50” BLUE

PART NUMBER
TS-HR125175-BE
TS-HR125175-BK
TS-HR150175-BE
TS-HR150175-BK
TS-HR150200-BE
TS-HR150200-BK
TS-HR175200-BE
TS-HR175200-BK
TS-HR175225-BE
TS-HR175225-BK
TS-HR175300-BE
TS-HR175300-BK
TS-HR200225-BE
TS-HR200225-BK
TS-HR200250-BE
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2.00” - 2.50” BLACK
2.00” - 2.75” BLUE
2.00” - 2.75” BLACK
2.00” - 3.00” BLUE
2.00” - 3.00” BLACK
2.00” - 3.25” BLUE
2.00” - 3.25” BLACK
2.25” - 2.50” BLUE
2.25” - 2.50” BLACK
2.25” - 2.75” BLUE
2.25” - 2.75” BLACK
2.25” - 3.00” BLUE
2.25” - 3.00” BLACK
2.50” - 2.75” BLUE
2.50” - 2.75” BLACK
2.50” - 3.00” BLUE
2.50” - 3.00” BLACK
2.50” - 3.25” BLUE
2.50” - 3.25” BLACK
2.75” - 3.00” BLUE
2.75” - 3.00” BLACK
2.75” - 3.50” BLUE
2.75” - 3.50” BLACK
3.00” - 3.25” BLUE
3.00” - 3.25” BLACK
3.00” - 3.50” BLUE
3.00” - 3.50” BLACK
3.00” - 3.75” BLUE
3.00” - 3.75” BLACK
3.00” - 4.00” BLUE
3.00” - 4.00” BLACK
3.25” - 4.00” BLUE
3.25” - 4.00” BLACK
3.50” - 3.75” BLUE
3.50” - 3.75” BLACK
3.50” - 4.00” BLUE
3.50” - 4.00” BLACK

TS-HR200250-BK
TS-HR200275-BE
TS-HR200275-BK
TS-HR200300-BE
TS-HR200300-BK
TS-HR200325-BE
TS-HR200325-BK
TS-HR225250-BE
TS-HR225250-BK
TS-HR225275-BE
TS-HR225275-BK
TS-HR225300-BE
TS-HR225300-BK
TS-HR250275-BE
TS-HR250275-BK
TS-HR250300-BE
TS-HR250300-BK
TS-HR250325-BE
TS-HR250325-BK
TS-HR275300-BE
TS-HR275300-BK
TS-HR275350-BE
TS-HR275350-BK
TS-HR300325-BE
TS-HR300325-BK
TS-HR300350-BE
TS-HR300350-BK
TS-HR300375-BE
TS-HR300375-BK
TS-HR300400-BE
TS-HR300400-BK
TS-HR325400-BE
TS-HR325400-BK
TS-HR350375-BE
TS-HR350375-BK
TS-HR350400-BE
TS-HR350400-BK

SILICONE TEE
IMP SIZE/SPOUT SIZE
PART NUMBER
1.00” Outlet. Suits 2.00” (50mm) plumbing
TS-HT200100-BE
1.00” Outlet. Suits 2.50” (63.5mm) plumbing
TS-HT250100-BE
1.50” Outlet. Suits 2.00” (50mm) plumbing
TS-HT200150-BE
1.50” Outlet. Suits 2.25” (57mm) plumbing
TS-HT225150-BE
1.50” Outlet. Suits 2.50” (63.5mm) plumbing
TS-HT250150-BE
1.50” Outlet. Suits 2.75” (70mm) plumbing
TS-HT275150-BE
1.50” Outlet. Suits 3.00” (76mm) plumbing
TS-HT300150-BE

VACUUM HOSES
(3M PACKS) REGULAR

DIAMETER
0.12” x 10’ (3mm x 3m) BLUE
0.12” x 10’ (3mm x 3m) BLACK
0.12” x 10’ (3mm x 3m) RED
0.16” x 10’ (4mm x 3m) BLUE
0.16” x 10’ (4mm x 3m) BLACK
0.16” x 10’ (4mm x 3m) RED
0.20” x 10’ (5mm x 3m) BLUE
0.20” x 10’ (5mm x 3m) BLACK
0.20” x 10’ (5mm x 3m) RED
0.24” x 10’ (6mm x 3m) BLUE
0.24” x 10’ (6mm x 3m) BLACK
0.24” x 10’ (6mm x 3m) RED

PART NUMBER
TS-HV0303BE
TS-HV0303BK
TS-HV0303RD
TS -HV0403BE
TS -HV0403BK
TS -HV0403RD
TS -HV0503BE
TS -HV0503BK
TS -HV0503RD
TS -HV0603BE
TS -HV0603BK
TS -HV0603RD

VACUUM HOSES

(3M PACKS) REINFORCED
DIAMETER
0.25” x 10’ (6.3mm x 3m) BLUE
0.25” x 10’ (6.3mm x 3m) BLACK

PART NUMBER
TS-HH06303BE
TS-HH06303BK
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FUEL PRESSURE REGULATORS

WHAT IS AN FPR?

A fuel pressure regulator is a device that maintains a constant
fuel pressure above the intake manifold pressure.
The installation of performance fuel injectors or a high-flow
fuel pump requires the use of an aftermarket fuel pressure
regulator to allow pressure adjustments while maintaining
a stable base pressure. They can also be used to maximise
a standard fuel system’s ability to cope with minor power
modifications.
All Turbosmart FPRs are manufactured from billet aluminium and hand-assembled to ensure maximum precision.
Turbosmart FPRs have been designed to provide smooth and
stable fuel pressure delivery under all conditions from idle
to full throttle and are suitable for use with both electric and
mechanical fuel pumps.
Turbosmart FPRs feature an easy screw and lock adjustment
and provide a stable 1:1 ratio between fuel pressure and
manifold pressure.

FPR-800

Ideal for modified street cars with up to 800hp fuel systems
using pump fuel. Features 1/8 NPT inlet and outlet ports, 1/8
NPT gauge port, 30-70 PSI base pressure adjustments, 1:1
ratio.

TS-0401-1001

TS-0401-1002

Supplied with a mounting bracket,
vacuum fitting and a gauge port blank.
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

FPR-1200

TS-0401-1003

TS-0401-1004

Ideal for street/race cars with up to 1200hp fuel systems.
Features special internals to handle all types of race fuels.
-6AN inlet and outlet ports, 1/8 NPT gauge port, 30-70 PSI
base pressure adjustments, 1:1 ratio.
Supplied with a mounting bracket,
vacuum fitting and a gauge port blank.
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

FPR-2000

TS-0401-1005

TS-0401-1006

Ideal for street/race cars with up to 2000hp fuel systems.
Features special internals to handle all types of race fuels.
-8AN inlet and outlet ports, 1/8 NPT gauge port 30-70 PSI
base pressure adjustments, 1:1 ratio.
Supplied with a mounting bracket,
vacuum fitting, gauge port blank and
a -3AN vacuum/pressure port adapter.
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

FPR-3000

TS-0401-1007

TS-0401-1008

Ideal for street/race cars with up to 3000hp fuel systems. Features special internals to handle all types of race fuels. -10AN
inlet ports, -8AN outlet port, 1/8 NPT gauge port, 30-70 PSI
base pressure adjustments, 1:1 ratio.
Supplied with a mounting bracket,
vacuum fitting, gauge port blank and
a -3AN vacuum/pressure port adapter.
Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 
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FUEL PRESSURE REGULATORS

This diagram shows a common Fuel Pressure Regulator setup:
inlet port connected to the fuel rail, return port to the fuel tank
and the Vacuum/Pressure fitting to the inlet manifold.

TIP: Base pressure is adjusted with car at idle and
vacuum/pressure signal disconnected from the FPR.

What to consider when choosing an FPR

ACCESSORIES AND SPARES

Target Power level
The target power level will determine the amount of fuel needed from the fuel pumps
and the amount of fuel the FPR needs to control.

Fuel Pressure Gauge - Liquid Filled, 0-100 psi 1/8 NPT Fitting
FPR 800 Replacement Diaphragm Assembly
FPR 1200 Replacement Diaphragm Assembly
FPR 2000 and 3000 Replacement Diaphragm Assembly
FPR 800 Fuel Fitting Kit 1/8 NPT to 6mm hose tail
FPR 800 Fuel Fitting Kit 1/8 NPT to 8mm hose tail
FPR 800 Fuel Fitting Kit 1/8 NPT to 10mm hose tail
FPR 800 Fuel Fitting Kit 1/8 NPT to -6 AN male
FPR 1200 Fuel Fitting Kit -6 AN to 6mm hose tail
FPR 1200 Fuel Fitting Kit -6 AN to 8mm hose tail
FPR 1200 Fuel Fitting Kit -6 AN to 10mm hose tail
FPR 1200 Fuel Fitting Kit -6 AN to -6 AN male

The higher the target power level, the more fuel flow needed, the larger the FPR needs
to be to flow enough fuel to keep pressures at the desired level.
All Turbosmart FPR’s are horsepower rated to the series number e.g. the FPR1200 is
capable of controlling 1200 horsepower worth of fuel
Fuel Type
It is best to choose a FPR which is capable of handling the type of fuel being used on
the engine. Street cars which use pump fuel can use the FPR800 whereas race cars
using race fuel or alcohol will need to use the higher FPR series such as the FPR1200,
FPR2000 and FPR3000.

TS-0402-2023
TS-0401-3001
TS-0401-3002
TS-0401-3003
TS-0402-1107
TS-0402-1108
TS-0402-1115
TS-0402-1112
TS-0402-1109
TS-0402-1110
TS-0402-1116
TS-0402-1111

Please Note: Kits are supplied with 3 hose fittings and blanking plug in the specified size

Fuel Rail Adapter -Subaru/Nissan/Mazda
Fuel Rail Adapter - Toyota/Subaru/Suzuki
Fuel Rail Adapter - Toyota/Mazda
Fuel Rail Adapter - Honda
Fuel Rail Adapter - Mitsubishi
Fuel Rail Adapter - Audi/VW
Fuel Rail Adapter - Subaru (STi 08)
Fuel Rail Adapter -Mitsubishi (EVO X)

TS-0402-1001
TS-0402-1002
TS-0402-1003
TS-0402-1004
TS-0402-1005
TS-0402-1006
TS-0402-1013
TS-0402-1014

Please Note: All Fuel Rail Adapters have 1/8 NPT port
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FUEL RAIL ADAPTERS
TS-0402-1001
Suits the following engines:
Mazda 13BREW = FD3S RX7 Series 6
Nissan RB26DETT = BNR32, BNR33, BNR34 GTR
Nissan RB25DET = HCR32, ECR33, ER34 SKYLINE
Nissan SR20DET = S13, S14, S15 SILVIA
Nissan CA18DET = S13, 180SX
Subaru EJ20 = GC8 WRX before Bug Eye
Subaru EJ25 = WRX 08 - current,
Forester 08 - current, Liberty 05 - current.

 Scan this code
to watch a video
of this product

TS-0402-1002
Suits the following engines:
Subaru EJ20 = GDA WRX Bug Eye onwards
Toyota 2JZGTE = JZ80 SUPRA, JZS147 ARISTO
Toyota 4EFTE = EP STARLET
Toyota 4AGZE
Toyota 4AGE

TS-0402-2023

TS-0402-1003
Suits the following engines:
Mazda 13B = RX7 Series 4
Toyota 3SGTE = MR2, CELICA GT4
Toyota 1UZ-FE Lexus/Soarer V8
Toyota 1JZGTE = SUPRA, CRESTA,
CHASER, MARK II

TS-0402-1013

TS-0402-1014

TS-0402-1004

TS-0402-1006

TS-0402-1005

TS-0402-1001

TS-0402-1004
Suits the following engines:
Honda B16A = EG6 CIVIC SIR, EK4 CIVIC,
CRX DEL SOL
Honda B16B = EK9 CIVIC TYPE R

TS-0402-1005

TS-0402-1002

TS-0402-1003

TS-0402-1112

Suits the following engines:
Mitsubishi 4G63 = Evo 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Mitsubishi 6A12 Mivec = FTO

TS-0402-1006
Suits the following cars:
Ford BA, BF, FG XR6 Turbo and Territory Turbo
Audi/VW 1.8L Turbo

TS-0402-1108

TS-0402-1107

TS-0402-1115

TS-0402-1013
Suits the following cars:
Subaru WRX STI 08” Onwards
(Includes 90 degree fitting)

TS-0402-1111

TS-0402-1109

TS-0402-1014
Suits the following cars:
Mitsubishi 4B11T = EVO X (10) Onwards
(Includes 90 degree fitting)

TS-0402-1116
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FUEL CUT DEFENDERS
WHEN DO YOU NEED A
FUEL CUT DEFENDER?
Most late model cars have in-built defence
mechanisms to guard against increases in boost
pressure.
Such systems are important, but can be an
obstacle when increasing boost pressure and the
performance of your turbocharged engine.
Turbosmart FCDs provide a reliable and accurate
increase in the factory fuel cut-out level.
A Turbosmart FCD will allow boost pressure to
be increased above the factory level and prevent
momentary shutdown of the fuel injectors - hence
maximising the factory turbo system.

FCD-2 (electronic)

The FCD-2 alters the output of a factory 5V MAP
Sensor or AFM at an adjustable level to accurately
raise the factory fuel cut point.
Features LED indicators for easy setup. Adjustable
release feature ensures you retain the safety of
having a fuel cut to protect your engine from over
boosting.
To be used in conjunction with a Turbosmart boost
controller.

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

TS-0303-1002

TS-0303-1001

FCD-1 (pneumatic)

The FCD-1 allows for an accurate increase in
the factory fuel cut-out level without the need
for cutting/splicing wires or affecting off-boost
conditions.
Suited to most turbo cars using a MAP sensor.
The unit can be locked to prevent tampering.
To be used in conjunction with a Turbosmart Boost
Controller.

A typical FCD-1 setup places the
unit between the intake manifold
and a MAP sensor

Scan the code with your
Smartphone to view this
product online 

FUEL CUT DEFENDER FITTING GUIDE
MAKE

Mazda
Mazda
Mazda
Saab
Saab
Subaru
Subaru
Subaru
Subaru
Subaru
Toyota
Toyota
Toyota
Toyota
Toyota

MODEL

MX6 & 626
RX7- S4 & S5
RX7- S6 Twin turbo
9000
93
Impreza WRX & Sti
Impreza WRX & Sti
Forester GT
Liberty RS, Legacy Single Turbo
Legacy Twin Turbo
Celica GT4, ST185 & ST205
MR2 Turbo
Soarer 2.5L Twin Turbo
Starlet GT
Supra Twin Turbo JZA80

YEAR

FG-FCD-001

All		
All

All

86-98

99-01

94-10/00

11/00-05		
98-02

All

All

All

All

All

All

All
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GENERAL FAQ
What is an intercooler?

What should I look for when buying a Fuel Pressure Regulator?

An intercooler is an intake air cooling device used commonly on turbocharged and
supercharged engines. Intercooler cools the air compressed by the turbo/supercharger
reducing its temperature andf increasing the density of the air supplied to the engine.

Ratio – This is the ratio between boost pressure and fuel pressure increase. A 1:1 ratio
means that for every 1 PSI increase in boost pressure, Fuel pressure will also increase
by 1 PSI to ensure that the pressure differential between the inlet and outlet of the injector is constant. All injectors are rated to certain base pressure. Injectors are solenoid
valves which open and close when power is applied to them.

As the air is compressed by a turbo/supercharger it gets very hot, very quickly. As
its temperature climbs, its oxygen content (density) drops, so by cooling the air, an
intercooler provides a denser, more oxygen rich air to the engine thus improving
the combustion by allowing more fuel to be burned. It also increases reliability as it
provides a more consistent temperature of intake air to the engine which allows the air
fuel ratio of the engine to remain at a safe level.
There are two types of intercoolers; Air-to-Air and Air-to-Water. An Air-to-Air intercooler extracts heat from the compressed air by passing it through its network of tubes
with cooling fins. As the compressed air is pushed through the intercooler it transfers
the heat to the tubes and, in turn to the cooling fins.

EXHAUST

INTAKE MANIFOLD

Flow capabilities – Electric fuel pumps are designed to flow a constant amount of fuel
regardless of engine RPM and/or boost pressure. At idle, the fuel regulator needs to
flow the maximum amount of fuel as the fuel pump is at maximum flow, but the engine
is using minimal fuel. If the FPR is not capable of flowing enough fuel, the fuel pressure will be above what is desired.
A high flowing FPR is extremely critical on a high horsepower car running a mechanical
fuel pump. Mechanical fuel pumps are driven directly by the engine. Fuel flow increases
as the engine RPM increases. In a situation such as the end of a drag race, engine
RPM is high but the throttle is closed and the engine is consuming minimal fuel.

EXHAUST GASES

EXHAUST GASES

The injector has a solenoid which provides enough force to pull open the valve in the
injector to overcome the fuel pressure keeping the injector closed. If the fuel pressure
is too high, the solenoid will not have enough energy to open the valve fully causing
the engine to starve of fuel. It is essential to maintain a constant pressure differential
between the inlet and outlet of the injector and hence why a 1:1 ratio FPR is ideal. All
Turbosmart FPR’s feature a 1:1 rising rate.

EXHAUST MANIFOLD

COOL, HIGH FLOW
AIR FROM OUTSIDE

INTERCOOLER

The FPR needs to be capable of diverting high amounts of fuel so that in situations like
this, the fuel pressure differential between the inlet and outlet of the injector is optimal.
Large pressure spikes from an FPR not flowing enough fuel can result in damaged
injectors or mechanical failure to fuel rails and lines.
All Turbosmart FPR’s are designed for high flow and are capable of supporting a fuel
system rated to the model of FPR.
Materials – Today’s fuels have a variety of chemicals to increase its octane rating.
The higher the octane rating, the less susceptible it is to engine knock. Fuels such as
alcohols and unleaded race fuels can corrode untreated metals and destroy diaphragms.

HOT, COMPRESSED AIR

COOL, COMPRESSED AIR

COOL, HIGH FLOW
AIR FROM OUTSIDE

The cool air from outside, traveling at speed, absorbs the heat from the cooling fins
reducing the temperature of the compressed air. This system’s advantages are simplicity, lower cost and light weight.These factors make it by far the most common form of
intercooling. The down sides can be a longer intake length (as the intercooler is usually
at the front of the car) and more variation in temperature than the Air-to-Water type.
An Air-to-Water intercooler uses water as a heat transfer agent. In this setup cool water
is pumped through the air/water intercooler, extracting heat from the compressed
air as it passes through. The heated water is then pumped through another cooling
circuit (usually a dedicated radiator) while the cooled compressed air is pushed into
the engine.

What’s the difference between a turbocharger and a supercharger?

EXHAUST
EXHAUST GASES

Forcing more air into the combustion chamber allows the engine to burn more fuel
during its power stroke and consequently produce more energy. Both superchargers
and turbochargers therefore have the same goal – producing more power, the difference lies in how they go about it.

EXHAUST GASES

RADIATOR

EXHAUST MANIFOLD

WATER PUMP

Base Pressure – All injectors have a recommend optimal working base pressure from
the manufacturer and the FPR needs to be adjusted to provide this optimal base pressure. Turbosmart FPR’s have adjustments screws that allow the user to set the base
pressure between 30 – 70 PSI, allowing them to be matched to any type of fuel injector
and fuel pump.

Both turbocharging and supercharging are force induction systems – that is they force
the air into the engine at a much higher pressure than the naturally aspirated systems.

INTAKE MANIFOLD

HOT WATER

All Turbosmart FPR’s use anodized billet aluminium bodies for strength and corrosion
resistance. The FPR800 uses a diaphragm that can withstand any type of pump fuel
whereas the FPR1200, FPR2000 and FPR3000 have diaphragms which can handle any
type of race fuel or alcohol.

COOL, HIGH FLOW
AIR FROM OUTSIDE

Because turbochargers are using exhaust gases expelled by the engine they do not
need to use any of the engine’s existing power to operate. This is in a stark contrast to
superchargers that use a portion of the engine’s power output to perform their duties.

HEAT EXCHANGER

COOL WATER

COOL, COMPRESSED AIR

The biggest and the most obvious difference between the two systems is where they
derive their power from. Superchargers are powered by the engine’s crankshaft while
turbochargers get their power from the engine’s exhaust gases. Supercharges draw
power from the crankshaft via a chain, gear or bell and pulley system.

HOT, COMPRESSED AIR

These intercoolers (also known as heat exchangers) tend to be smaller than their
Air-to-Air counterparts making them well suited to difficult installations where space,
airflow and intake length are an issue. Water is more efficient at heat transfer than air
and has more stability so it can handle a wider range of temperatures.
On the downside the Air-to-Water system is complex, heavy and has the added cost
of a radiator, a pump, water and transfer lines. Common applications for these are
industrial machinery, marine and custom installs that don’t allow the easy fitment of a
air to air, such as a rear engined vehicle.
The best placement for an air to air is in the at the front of the vehicle. When the engine
layout, or type of the vehicle do not permit the “front-mount” placement, an intercooler
can be mounted on top of the engine, or even on its side. The Air-to-Water system can
be mounted anywhere in the engine bay, as long as the radiator is mounted in a position with a good airflow, and/or with a thermo fan attached to it.
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GENERAL FAQ
Forced Induction 101
An engine produces power by igniting fuel and air inside a chamber. As the fuel and
air are ignited, the pressure within the chamber increases, applying a force onto a
piston or rotor. The generated force is applied on a crank shaft which causes rotation. How much power generated is mainly determined by how much fuel and air is
ignited inside the chamber to produce the driving force.
There are two types of induction systems for combustion engines; naturally aspirated and force-fed (forced induction) engines.
Naturally aspirated (N/A) engines draw in air for combustion under atmospheric
conditions. As the piston moves down, the intake valve opens allowing the piston
to suck air into the chamber. How well the chamber is filled is called its volumetric
efficiency.
There are two main types of superchargers: a centrifugal type and a positivide displacement (Roots or Lysholm Screw) type. A centrifugal type supercharger is very similar to
a turbocharger with the notable exception of being connected to a crank via a belt and
pulley system. The air is drawn into the supercharger, compressed via an impeller and
discharged into the engine’s intake.
Very similar in its internal construction to a turbocharger, a centrifugal supercharger is
considered to be the most efficient of all superchargers.
Roots supercharger (named after its inventors – the Roots brothers) produces its
boost via a pair of overlapping lobes that force the air down into the intake.
Twin Screw supercharger works by pulling air through a set of counter rotating, high
tolerance screws.
In the case of a Roots or Lysholm Screw (aka Twin Screw) type supercharger the
compression is done via a counter-rotating rotors (Roots type) or twin rotating screws
(Twin Screw type). The faster the crank speed – the more boost is produced. The
biggest advantage of superchargers is that they produce a very linear boost, all the way
from a very low RPM.
A turbocharger consists of two halves: The compressor and the turbine. The exhaust
gases spin the turbine, which is connected via a common shaft to the compressor.
The compressor then forces air into the engine. Because the operating speeds of a
turbocharger can be up to 10 times those of a supercharger it can produce more boost
in a shorter time.
Anyone interested in turbos would have heard of the dreaded “turbo lag”. Because
turbos derive their operating power from exhaust gases, before it starts generating
boost the turbine must first spool up. The delay between the turbine’s idle speed and
its full throttle speed is called a “turbo lag”. Over the last decade the advances in turbo
technology have all but eliminated the “turbo lag” and it’s not that much of an issue
nowadays.
In contrast, a supercharger, being connected directly to the crank, produces boost
almost immediately, even at very low RPM. This is especially evident on a roots and
screw-type superchargers.
What superchargers gain in their boost delivery department however, they lose when it
comes to efficiency. While turbochargers do create some additional exhaust backpressure and interrupt the exhaust flow, they do not drain any power away from the engine
itself. Their main source of operating power comes from exhaust gases that are already
being expelled by the engine.

A volumetric efficiency of 100% means that the chamber is completely filled with
air compared to the chamber at static conditions. The volumetric efficiency of a
naturally aspirated engine can never be higher than 100% the engine cannot fill the
chamber more than under static conditions due to the air pressure being the same.
Its ability to fill the chamber is also greatly affected by how long the intake valve is
open for and how fast the engine is rotating.
Forced induction engines use a pump to increase the air pressure entering the
engine and therefore increasing its volumetric efficiency. Higher air intake volume
allows for more fuel to be burnt which increases the amount of power generated by
the engine.
There are 2 different types of pumps in forced induction systems; a turbocharger
and a supercharger.
A small engine equipped with a turbocharger or supercharger has the ability of produce the same amount of power as a large capacity engine without the associated
fuel consumption. For example, a turbocharged 2.0L engine at low RPM off boost
will consume similar amounts of fuel to a Naturally aspirated 2.0L engine. A large
6.0L engine even at low RPM will consume more fuel than the 2.0L engine but when
the 2.0L engine is on boost, then the power generated can be the same as the 6.0L
engine which means the fuel consumption will be similar. The fuel saving is when
the smaller engine is off boost, it performs like a small engine and consumes fuel
like a small engine but when it is on boost, then it performs like a large engine.
Another benefit of a forced induction engine is the ability to increase its performance. To improve the performance of a N/A engine, its volumetric efficiency needs
to be increased as this is what allows more air to be ingested by the engine to create
more power. Increasing the maximum RPM will also increase its performance.
To increase its volumetric efficiency requires changes to cam shafts, inlet tracts,
exhaust systems etc. The increase in power will only be marginal as most engines
are fairly efficient from factory. In terms of ease and performance compared to cost,
a forced induction engine is best.
The performance of a turbocharged engine can be increased greatly just by increasing the boost or controlling where maximum boost is reached. Simple modifications
such as larger exhaust systems and free flowing air filters can yield large power
increases compared to doing the same modification to a N/A engine.
Turbosmart performance products are designed to maximize any turbocharged
engine at any level of modification.

This makes turbochargers much more efficient in creating boost than superchargers
that rely on the engine’s crank to provide them with operating power with the demand
for power growing along with the amount of boost being created.
Another area in which the turbochargers have a distinct advantage is flexibility. Using
various add-ons like wastegates and boost controllers, a turbo can be tuned to produce
a specific amount of boost at any given time. Boost levels can be specified by gear,
time or a simple push of a button, all in real time.
In contrast, to change the boost rating of a supercharger its pulley system needs to be
changed. This requires time and obviously cannot be done while operating.
In the area of reliability superchargers have been, until recently, considered superior.
With the advent of new technology and new, exotic materials, turbochargers have
forged ahead into many motorsport areas traditionally dominated by superchargers.
Although they are more complex in nature and require more modifications to the
engine, turbo systems are also capable of much higher boost and therefore extracting a
much higher peak power than superchargers.
Turbochargers are lighter, smaller and more tuner-friendly. If you size them properly
you can successfully turbocharge just about anything from small capacity imports to
big capacity domestics and diesels. There are many Turbo Kit manufacturers that offer
bolt-on kits to suit specific makes and models making turbocharging your car easier
than ever.
On the other hand, there are still many people who will prefer the immediate response
and ease of operation of a supercharger so your choice will really come down to what
suits your application better and which system will better address your needs.

A vast majority of product-related problems are due to incorrect fitting or setup.
Turbosmart recommends that you get your products fitted and tuned by a qualified
technician. If you choose to fit and set the product up yourself, ensure you have all
the necessary tools and technical knowledge required to perform this task.
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GENERAL FAQ
I’m experiencing excessive/fluctuating boost with the Boost Tee.
(The following answers also apply to Dual Stage Boost Controllers)
• Check that the boost controller is installed so that the arrow points toward the
wastegate actuator.
• Check the joining hoses for splits, cracks or loose connection and are the correct size
for the application
• Check to see if the boost controller is blocked or contaminated with dirt or debris
The excessive/fluctuating boost is still occuring…
• Ensure that there is nothing but the boost controller in the hose between the pressure
source and the wastegate actuator, ie tee pieces for boost gauge or to factory boost
solenoid.
The excessive/fluctuating boost is still occuring…
• Pressure test the wastegate actuator for leakage, the diaphragm or housing may be
cracked or split
• Check that the wastegate is operating correctly
Can I install a Fuel Pressure Regulator myself?
While a fuel pressure regulator can be fitted relatively easily, Turbosmart recommends
its FPRs are fitted and tuned by a qualified technicians as an incorrect setting of fuel
pressure may cause your engine to run lean with the potential for detonation.

air any more and the built up air pressure inside the intercooler and pipe begins to flow
backwards through the compressor which is trying to flow air forwards.
The result of this reversal flow of air is the immediate deceleration of the turbocharger
and a high load on the bearings which support the compressor/turbine shaft. At low
turbo speeds and low pressures, the deceleration of the turbo and the load on the
bearings is low, i.e. a small amount of fluttering at low engine speeds and throttle
movements is negligible.
At high turbo speeds and high pressures, compressor surge during a gear change
can be damaging to the bearings of the turbocharger as the deceleration rate of the
turbocharger is high and the reversal airflow through the compressor is high.
This deceleration will also reduce the boost response of the turbocharger when the
throttle is reopened as the engine will need to work harder to increase the turbo speed
back up to operating RPM.
A Turbosmart BOV is designed to maximize boost response and eliminate the problems
associated with compressor surge. During a gear change the BOV will open up due to
vacuum and boost pressure. This will vent the excess pressure build up and allow the
turbocharger to continue to flow air.
This will also reduce the deceleration of the turbocharger as the turbo does not need to
work against a closed throttle. Flow is another important specification of a BOV. If the
BOV cannot flow enough air, the pressure increase in the intercooler piping when the
throttle is closed can still be high enough to cause compressor surge.

NOTE: After fitting as FPR, Air-Fuel ratios must be checked.

All Turbosmart BOVs are designed for maximum flow and can flow enough air to
eliminate compressor surge.

How do I adjust the base pressure on the FPR?

How do I adjust my Turbosmart BOV?

Turning the screw clockwise will increase your base pressure and anti-clockwise will
decrease base pressure. Ensure that when setting the base pressure the vacuum hose
is disconnected and blocked and that the reference nipple is open to atmosphere.

Each Blow-Off Valve (BOV) or Bypass Valve (BPV) needs to be adjusted to suit the
vehicle it is being mounted on. The aim of the adjustment on Vee Ports, Supersonics
and Dual Ports is to make sure that the piston is hard closed at idle and that the piston
closes fast enough to minimise backfiring and not stall the engine. Plumb back BOVs
are equipped with a spring which are designed to keep the piston open at engine idle
and hence the cap can be left in the middle position.

I’ve installed an atmospheric BOV and now my engine is dipping below normal idle and
stalling.
• Check the vacuum hose for splits, cracks, loose connection, kinking or any obstruction – old or fatigued hose may collapse under vacuum causing an obstruction
• With the engine running remove the vacuum / pressure hose from the nipple in the
cap of the BOV, there should a loud hissing sound. The engine should idle poorly,
double check by covering the end of the hose with your finger. If this does not occur,
the hose could be blocked or crimped. Check the hose and replace if necessary.
If the stalling dipping idle is still occurring…
• Ensure that the vacuum/pressure source is not shared and that the vacuum source is
directly from the inlet manifold
• Check the seal between the adapter and the Race Port – ensure that there is no gap
between the BOV base and the weld flange
• Check the join between the adapter and the intercooler pipe for leaking .
NOTE: Some cars with sensitive Air Flow Meters will not respond well to atmospheric
Blow-Off Valve. Turbosmart recommends fitting a bypass-type BOV like the Plumb
Back. Fitting a bypass-type BOV will eliminate the stalling problem.

Adjustment to the BOV is made by rotating the cap. To increase the spring force on
the piston, rotate the cap clockwise in the direction of hard as marked on the top of
the cap. To decrease the spring force on the piston, rotate the cap anticlockwise in the
direction of soft as marked on the top of the cap.
CAUTION – Do not rotate the cap beyond the first O-Ring indicator groove

The dials on my FCD2 do not go all the way around.
The adjustment dials do not turn 360O, they start at 1 and finish at 10. Do not force
them past these points as this will damage your FCD2
I’ve accidentally zero’d all the dials, what are the factory settings on the FCD2?
Before setup the unit should be set to the following settings, Clamp=10, Release=10.

• Start with the BOV cap at the maximum soft position (The indicator O-Ring should be
completely covered by the edge of the cap)
• With the engine at idle the exhaust port should be closed off by the piston – the
piston should be hard against the seat and not floating or moving
• Free rev the engine and back off quickly, the engine should return to normal idle
speed – if the engine drops below idle or stalls increase the spring tension by one turn
• Repeat this process until the engine free revs and returns to normal idle speed

What is a compressor surge or “flutter”?
Compressor surge is a phenomenon where the compressor cannot increase the
pressure of the air it is pushing and results in the reversal flow of air through the
compressor.

• Test drive the car and ensure that when decelerating or changing gears that the
engine has minimal backfiring and no stalling. If backfiring is excessive or stalling is
noticed then check all connections made during the installation, otherwise increase the
spring tension

The fluttering noise is the sound of the compressor “chopping” through the air rather
than pushing the air. The most common time which compressor surge occurs is during gear changes on a manual transmission car. Under acceleration, the turbocharger
is flowing air and the engine is ingesting the air which means the air that the turbocharger is pushing is going somewhere at a certain pressure. When a gear change
occurs, the throttle which allows air to flow into the engine is closed.
This results in a large pressure spike as the turbocharger is still trying to flow air due to
the inertia of the compressor and turbine but there is nowhere for the air to go as the
throttle is closed. The pressure within the intercooler piping continues to increase until
the compressor reaches its pressure limit. When it reaches this limit, it cannot flow the
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DEFINITIONS
Piston engine

Fuel injector

Rotary engine

Fuel pressure regulator (FPR)

Turbocharger

Turbine

A piston engine uses the up and down motion of a piston to generate a rotational motion on a crank shaft.

A rotary engine uses a triangular shaped rotor which rotates in an epitrochoid shaped
housing to convert pressure into a rotational motion on an eccentric shaft.

A turbocharger is a compressor which is driven by exhaust gasses exiting the engine.

Supercharger

A supercharger is a compressor which is driven by the engine via a pulley system.

Exhaust manifold

The exhaust manifold links the exhaust ports from an engine into a singular pipe.

Intake manifold

The intake manifold supplies air to the individual combustion chambers of an engine.

A fuel injector injects a predetermined amount of fuel into the combustion chamber of
an internal combustion engine.

A fuel pressure regulator controls the pressure of fuel supplied to the fuel injectors so
that they can work in their designed pressure differential.

A collects energy from a flowing fluid and converts it into useful work such as rotating
a shaft.

Compressor

A compressor applies kinetic energy to a flowing fluid to increase its pressure/velocity/
flow rate.

Flutter

Flutter is the noise emitted when a compressor is outside its airflow map

Naturally aspirated (N/A)

Throttle body

The throttle body controls the amount of air that enters the engine via a valve.

An engine which is naturally aspirated is an engine which relies on atmospheric pressure to fill the combustion chamber with air and fuel for combustion.

Throttle position sensor (TPS)

Fuel cut

The TPS converts the position of the throttle to an electrical signal for the engine
control unit to interpret.

Boost pressure

Boost pressure is the air pressure inside the intake manifold which is above atmospheric pressure.

Vacuum

Vacuum is the air pressure inside the intake manifold which is below atmospheric
pressure.

Wastegate valve

Is a valve located in the turbine housing which controls the amount of exhaust gas that
flows through the turbine.

External wastegate

Is an external valve and actuator mounted on the exhaust manifold instead of built into
the turbine housing.

Internal wastegate actuator

An actuator which controls the position of the wastegate valve which inturn controls
the exhaust gas flow to the turbine.

Bypass valve (BPV)

Fuel cut is when the engine control unit shuts the fuel injectors off to stop the engine
from producing any power. This is a safety feature and is designed to prevent the
engine from damage when the control unit detects that the engine is operating outside
its design parameters.

Duty cycle

Duty cycle is the percentage of time something is active based on the total time it can
be active. 50% duty cycle means that something is active for 50% of the total time that
it can be active.

Manifold absolute pressure sensor (MAP sensor)

A sensor for the ECM which measures the absolute pressure in a intake manifold to
determine fuel supply to the combustion chamber.

Mass air flow meter (MAF Meter)

A MAF meter is a sensor for the ECM which measures the actual mass air flow rate
entering the engine to determine fuel supply to the combustion chamber.

Air/fuel ratio (AFR)

The air/fuel ratio is the mass ratio of air and fuel entering the combustion chamber.

Exhaust gas temperature (EGT)

The temperature of exhaust gas exiting an internal combustion engine

A bypass valve is a pressure relief valve which is mounted between the turbocharger/
supercharger and the throttle body on an engine which vents air back into the intake of
the turbocharger/supercharger under certain engine conditions.

Revolutions per minute (RPM)

Blow off valve (BOV)

Diaphragm

A blow off valve is a pressure relief valve which is mounted between the turbocharger/
supercharger and the throttle body on an engine which vents air to atmosphere under
certain engine conditions.

RPM is the rotational speed of the engine in terms of the number of complete crankshaft revolutions per minute of time.

A diaphragm is a thin sheet of flexible material which is sandwiched between two
surfaces to form two sealed chambers. The sheet can move into either of the sealed
chambers depending on the pressure or force acting on the material.

Boost controller

A boost controller is a device which controls the amount of air pressure being
produced by the turbocharger by controlling the actuator of the wastegate valve or
external wastegate.

Solenoid

A solenoid is a device which consists of a metallic core inside a loop of thin wire. The
thin loop of wire produces a magnetic field when a current passes through it which applies a force to the metallic core. A valve can be incorporated on the solenoid to control
the flow of a fluid.

Electronic boost controller

An electronic boost controller uses electronic sensors to monitor boost pressures entering an engine and controls the pressure produced by the turbocharger by controlling
the air pressure actuating the wastegate via a solenoid valve.
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HELPING THE FAST GO EVEN FASTER
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PAC Performance Mazda 6SP. Race Port, 3 x Compgates, FPR2000 and e-Boost2.

Mazda Motorsport Australia Mazda RX8SP. e-Boost, Hyper-Gate45, Plumb Back BOV.

NEMO Racing Mitsubishi Evo 9. 2 x Ultra-Gate 38

Dom Lupino’s Ford Mustang. 2 x Race Port, 2 x Power-Gate 60.

Scott Porter’s Nissan Infinity. 2 x Power-Gate 60, Race Port.

Scorch Racing Nissan S15. Race Port and Hyper-Gate45.

PRO-DUCT Racing Mitsubishi Evo X. FPR1200, e-Boost2, Silicone Hoses and Clamps.

PRO-DUCT Racing Mitsubishi Evo X. Race Port, 2 x Hyper-Gate45.

Hi Octane Racing Nissan R34 GTR. Race Port, Pro-Gate50, FPR-1200.

MCA Suspension Nissan S13. Pro-Gate 50, Silicone Hoses and Clamps.
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HELPING THE FAST GO EVEN FASTER

Mike Murillo’s Ford Mustang. 2 x Pro-Gate 50.

GST Motorsports Subaru Impreza. Hyper-Gate 45, Race Port, FPR-2000.

“Mad” Mike Whiddett. Race Port, Ultra-Gate 38, e-Boost Street.

FXMD’s Acura NSX. Pro-Gate 50.

Rob Campisi Mustang. 2 x Race Port, 2 x Power-Gate 50.

Jason Park’s Outlaw FWD Acura. Race Port, Hyper-Gate 45.

Snail Performance Subaru WRX. FPR1200, Race Port, Comp-Gate 40

Malvin Quinones’ Jet Ski. e-Boost2, Race Port, FPR 1200, IWG75.

John Mihovets’ Ford Mustang. 2 x Power-Gate 60, Raceport.

Turbosmart Mazda RX7 FC Race Port, Pro-Gate 50, FPR 1200, e-Boost 2, Hoses/Clamps
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HEAD OFFICE

Turbosmart Pty Ltd
PO Box 264, Croydon, NSW 2132 Australia
Tel: 1300 735 506 Fax: 1300 735 735 509 (Aus only)
Tel: +61 2 9740 2866 Fax: +61 2 9798 2826
Email: sales@turbosmart.com.au
Web: www.turbosmart.com.au

NORTH AMERICA

Turbosmart USA
9469 Richmond Place,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 USA
Tel: 909 476 2570 Fax: 909 476 2594
Email: sales@turbosmartusa.com
Web: www.turbosmartusa.com

